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Abstract

Multi-phase flows are common in various industrial contexts, in particular in the oil

and gas industry. In extraction and injection of oil and gas, multi-phase mixtures of oil,

natural gas and water are piped between the reservoir and the surface. The complex-

ity of these flows in gas pipelines increases with the presence of solid particles which

can lead to losses in production due to equipment downtime or reduced inflow. A

good understanding of fluid and flow mechanics and distribution may help to minimise

this problem, restoring production to an economically sustainable level. High-fidelity

predictive computational multi-phase methods have shown to be helpful both for un-

derstanding these complex phenomena and for optimising operational conditions in

processes involving fluid-particle systems.

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) has been successfully extended to a vari-

ety of fluid-dynamic systems, overcoming the obstacles met by Eulerian Computational

Fluid Dynamics (CFD) when dealing with a large range of length scales, coupling be-

tween phases, complex small scale physics and less than effective averaging techniques.

Conventional SPH is a total Lagrangian meshless technique that tracks field variables

(such as density, velocity and acceleration) obtained through approximating the gov-

erning equations discretised by a set of particles in the fluid domain. It features a

remarkable flexibility in handling complex flow fields and in including physical effects

(such as surface tension, multi-phase flows with density differences between the consid-

ered media and free-surface flows).

The main objective of this project is to investigate numerical solutions for the

specific context of oil and gas industry, purely through SPH, by implementing and

validating multi-phase flow and advection models. The adopted solution for the first

model is the implementation of Colagrossi and Landrin’s (2003) multi-phase model and

of a surface tension model based on the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model first

presented by Brackbill (1992) and adapted to SPH by Hu and Adams (2006). The

major novelty concerning the present work is to be found within the second model,

in which the sediment is modelled using a generalized advection equation between the

fluid SPH particles for each considered granulometric category, following the general

formulation presented by Krǐstof et al. (2009).

For validation purposes, a number of multi-phase fluid flow and sediment transport

test-cases is used together with analytical and other benchmark numerical solutions.
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The test cases include a theoretical surface tension case, the rising of an air bubble in

water and the non-Boussinesq lock-exchange for the fluid-fluid system, ensuring that

relevant multi-phase phenomena are correctly modelled. A set of sand dumping cases

is considered for the validation of the proposed advection model (solid-fluid system).

The results show that both models are accurate and capable of treating complex flow

conditions found in oil and gas applications, such as interface phenomena related with

multi-phase flows and sediment transport in fluid media.

The implemented SPH formulation is yet extended to cases exploring other vari-

ables of the code within a similar context, using materials typically found in oil and

gas systems, namely, a wet water-oil dam break, settling of sand in a water column and

dam break with sand sediments. The considered applications adequately predict sce-

narios different from the ones considered in the validation process involving multi-phase

systems, sediment motion and drift within a column of water.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The work described in this thesis originates from a project involving the former Na-

tional Engineering Laboratory, now known as TUV-NEL. The project jointly estab-

lished working groups of industrialists and academics focussed on the modelling of

multi-phase flows and on measurement challenges of next generation oil and gas pro-

duction.

The project was devised due to changes in recent global trends in the North Sea oil

wells, which when first developed had 0.01% by volume sand in liquid. Subsequently, the

need to explore and develop deeper wells with heavier and more viscous oils requiring

greater operating pressures and giving more fracture to fissures in order to release the

oils resulted in increased sand content. This added up to 10% by volume sand in liquid

and brought about a fundamental shift in flow behaviour, resulting in the need to

develop new flow measurement techniques.

The present work is designed to explore the potential of using the Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics (SPH) method to simulate multi-phase flows (water-oil and water-

air) and sediment (sand) transportation in the context of oil and gas industry. The

fluid simulation uses a Lagrangian approach (SPH) and the sediment is modelled by

a generalized advection equation between the fluid SPH particles for each considered

granulometric category. The sediment concentration is advected by the fluid particle

motion and suffers an additional settling velocity which accounts for sediment transfer

between the particles, using a conservative donor-acceptor scheme.

SPH has been chosen primarily because it has the fundamental properties to accu-

rately model many oilfield problems that involve multi-phase phenomena. Even though

it was first introduced four decades ago, its application has yet to reach the full po-

tential of the underlying theory. Over time, its scope has been expanded to new areas,

indications being that it still offers many research opportunities.

The main objective of this project is to present numerical solutions for the specific

context of oil and gas industry, purely through SPH. In this context, multi-phase flow

and advection models are applied to multi-phase fluid flows and sediment transport

within a meshless framework. The first model is chosen in order to deal with common
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challenges such as the interaction of immiscible fluid phases, characterised by large

density ratio and large pressure gradients at the interface, and surface tension effect,

typically found in interfacial flows. The adopted solution is the implementation of

Colagrossi and Landrini’s [1] multi-phase model and of a surface tension model based

on the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model first presented by Brackbill [2] and

adapted to SPH by Hu and Adams [3]. The major novelty concerning the present

work is to be found within the second model, in which the sediment is modelled using

a generalized advection equation between the fluid SPH particles for each considered

granulometric category. The sediment concentration is advected by the fluid particle

motion and suffers an additional settling velocity, which accounts for sediment transfer

between the particles, using a conservative donor-acceptor scheme. The implemented

model follows the general formulation presented by Krǐstof et al. [4] and includes the

following features for sediment transport: material advection, settling velocity and

particle deposition.

It was not possible for all project partners to jointly design all validation stages.

Therefore, the success of the validation phase had to rely on standard test-cases found

in published literature. It is important to bear in mind this industrial background, as

at all points in this thesis decisions are made in order to fulfil the specific industrial

needs and work with the information and resources provided by TUV-NEL.

It is believed that the work undertaken reflects relevant information gathered from

a close contact with TUV-NEL, highlighting real needs regarding the oil and gas indus-

try and challenges faced in the modelling of multi-phase flows and sediment transport

problem. It also presents the implementation of numerical solutions using a very ver-

satile SPH platform and, even if not fully mature, it has shown possible to predict

adequately different scenarios within the framework of oil and gas industry.

1.1 Background and motivation

Multi-phase flows appear in various industrial contexts, in particular in the oil and gas

industry, where oil, gas and water are often produced and transported together. In

extraction and injection of oil and gas to and from reservoirs, multi-phase mixtures of

oil, natural gas and water are piped between the reservoir and the surface. Devices

such as pumps, valves, separators and flow meters often involve the flow of complex

mixtures. Many are high value applications and yet the multi-phase flows often remain

poorly understood. Their behaviour is difficult to measure in the field and experiments

are vital but expensive. A good understanding of fluid mechanics in general and flow

distribution should have a significant impact on the well productivity, well storage

capacity, production costs and equipment size [5–8].

The complexity of multi-phase flows in pipes increases with the presence of solid

particles (e.g. sand) in gas pipelines. Along with hydrocarbon fluids, all oil and gas wells

produce some amount of solids which may be present in quantities, concentrations or
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sizes to significantly impact production. However, when the amount of solids or the size

of the particles lead to lost production due to equipment downtime or reduced inflow, a

control method is required to restore production to an economically sustainable level.

Particle-induced corrosion in oil and gas pipelines made from carbon steel occurs often

and requires the removal of the affected pipe segments, consequently incurring in extra

costs and break in the distribution [6].

Considering all these phenomena, high-fidelity predictive computational multi-phase

methods are sought to be applied in connection with laboratory experiments and to pre-

pare for safety prevention systems. Modelling of multi-phase flows for various industrial

sectors have gone through successive transitions, motivated by new possibilities, needs

and developments and have shown to be helpful both for understanding the complex

phenomena and for optimising the design and investigation of operational conditions

in processes involving fluid-particle systems [6].

Conventional grid-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers have been

struggling to model such flows with free surfaces or interfaces separating immiscible

fluids and some amount of solids [1]. There are several challenges involved, such as

the large range of length scales, coupling between phases, complex small scale physics

and less effective averaging techniques. Together these factors make the solution of

almost any multi-phase CFD problem significantly more complex than its single phase

equivalent. A number of numerical techniques has been proposed to model flow fields

with free surfaces or (sharp) interfaces separating immiscible fluids [9,10]. Most of the

proposed and successful methods are based on the use of an Eulerian grid spanning the

whole domain (possibly including different fluids), where the fluid flow equations are

solved and coupled with a suitable technique to capture or track the interface [9, 10].

A more limited number of approaches is based on the Lagrangian tracking of fluid

elements, either distributed near the interface or all over the fluid domain [1,11]. Among

the latter, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) (a fully Lagrangian meshless tech-

nique, originally developed to deal with astro-dynamical problems) has captured atten-

tion in both academia and industry concerning multi-phase flow problems and has

subsequently been successfully extended to a variety of fluid-dynamic systems. Though

it can be computationally more expensive than other Eulerian methods, SPH features

a remarkable flexibility in handling complex flow fields and in including physical ef-

fects (such as surface tension, multi-phase flows with density differences between the

considered media, free-surface flows). In this case, no computational grid is introduced

in the domain (meshless character) and the flow evolution is described following the

motion of a set of fluid particles (Lagrangian character). This solver has further been

developed specifically for some classes of fluid dynamic problems relevant for practical

applications [11,12].

SPH has been chosen primarily because it has the fundamental properties to accu-

rately model many oilfield problems that involve multi-phase phenomena. Even though

SPH was first introduced four decades ago, its application has yet to reach the full po-
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tential of the underlying theory. Over time, its scope has been expanded to new areas,

indications being that it still offers many research opportunities.

One final note to this very initial section concerns the software needed to deal with

the numerical nature of this work. On the one hand, the idea of having to build a SPH

code from scratch is an ultimate plan, but on the other hand no references are found to

the resources needed to simulate multi-physics phenomena using SPH. Consequently,

it was necessary to investigate and test available software with potential to adapt and

work on towards the needs of this project.

Different options are pondered, ranging from commercial software (e.g., Fluent,

EDEM, LS-DYNA, Nanofluidx and STAR-CCM+) to different open source codes (e.g.,

DualSPHysics, LAMMPS and Chrono Project). DualSPHysics [13], based on the SPH

model SPHysics, is considered the best choice given the nature of this work. This code

is open source and comprises a set of C++, CUDA and Java codes designed to deal

with real-life engineering problems, namely free-surface flow phenomena where Eulerian

methods can be difficult to apply (such as waves or impact of dam-breaks on off-shore

structures). In addition to being open source, DualSPHysics is also a very versatile

code with the potential to fulfil the needs of the present work [13].

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this work, defined in the context of oil and gas industry, multi-phase

flow modelling and sediment transportation, fall under two main categories: (i) multi-

phase flow modelling and (ii) sediment transport modelling.

The thought process of this work is firstly to achieve a SPH multi-phase code able

to simulate liquid-liquid (water-oil) and gas-liquid (air-water) flow cases. The multi-

phase SPH model implemented follows on the work of Hu and Adams [3, 14]. It also

includes a surface tension model based on the Continuum Surface Force (CFS) model

first presented by Brackbill [2]. Solutions to diminish undesired pressure effects coming

from limitations of the weakly compressible formulation and the SPH Lagrangian frame

are discussed and introduced.

Regarding the sediment transport modelling, a code is implemented introducing for

this purpose an advection model. In this model the sediments present in the fluid are

associated with the SPH particles and are advected due to the particle motion and addi-

tional settling velocity. The settling velocity accounts for the sediment transfer between

the particles and uses a donor-acceptor scheme for the advection in SPH following the

work by Krĭstof et al. [4]. No erosion model is included in this implementation as it is

beyond the scope of the work.

In summary, the overall objectives of this thesis are:

1. Address the problematics of multi-phase flow and sediment transport in the gas

and oil industry;
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2. Develop and implement a mesh-free SPH model for multi-phase flow with suc-

cessful validation able to handle high density ratios, interface instabilities and

interfacial flows;

3. Address and present solutions to diminish undesired pressure effects coming from

limitations of the weakly compressible formulation and the SPH Lagrangian

frame;

4. Develop and implement an advection SPH model with successful validation able

to model sediment transport in a single medium;

5. Test proposed methods, approaches and models to address potential field appli-

cations.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

Regarding structure, the thesis is organised into six main parts:

1. An introductory chapter addresses the background and motivation of the work,

also comprising an explanatory section regarding the new approach, the objectives

of the work and the structure of the thesis.

2. In the second chapter, all mathematical models considered are presented.

3. The third chapter comprises the numerical implementation of the mathematical

models previously described, discussing their application and implementation on

DualSPHysics.

4. A subsequent chapter concerns the numerical validation of the implemented mod-

els using cases for the validation of both multi-phase and advection codes.

5. The fifth chapter presents applications for both multi-phase and advection codes,

analysing and highlighting the influence of different parameters in the correspond-

ing cases.

6. The thesis finishes with relevant concluding remarks and reference to future work

possibilities.
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Chapter 2

Mathematical Models

This chapter starts with an overview of the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)

method. Subsequent sections discuss the governing equations and numerical solution

for multi-phase flows and sediment transport models within the SPH framework and in

the context of oil and gas industry. Each is described in detail in sections 2.3 and 2.4

respectively.

2.1 SPH: overview

Over the past few decades, a new class of numerical solvers, based on the use of scattered

sets of nodes or particles, has started to be successfully applied to partial differential

equations (PDE). These techniques can be described as meshless, gridless, element-free

or particle methods, since they do not require any fixed connectivity. These solvers

have been extensively applied to complex problems dominated by convection phenom-

ena and presence of deformable interfaces. The discretization methods commonly ap-

plied, such as finite-difference, finite element and spectral methods may not provide

efficient solutions, therefore fitted numerical techniques are sometimes required. The

abovementioned problems could be effectively solved by particle methods while they

are still on limited fields. Particle methods are used in Fluid Mechanics to describe slow

evolutions of both incompressible and compressible fluids. Incompressible fluids can be

treated by the so-called Vortex methods [15] while compressible multi-fluid flows can be

treated by Particle-In-Cell (PIC) method [16]. In this case, the convection follows the

motions of particles while a traditional finite difference scheme is applied to solve for

the pressure. Lucy [17] and Gingold and Monaghan [18] modified the PIC method and

derived a pure particle treatment also for the pressure term, originating the Smoothed

Particle Hydrodynamics method.

SPH represents a system by means of a group of particles (Figure 2.1) interacting

within a domain controlled by a weight function or smoothing function (Figure 2.2) [19,

20]. Equations are particle-based and various formulations have been used to determine

the fluid’s local density, velocity and acceleration. An equation of state determines the
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fluid pressure from the density and the particle acceleration is subsequently calculated

from the pressure gradient and the density. Viscous flows also comprise the effects of

physical viscosity on the particle accelerations. Being a Lagrangian particle method,

SPH strictly safeguards mass and doesn’t explicitly track the interface for multi-phase

flows (i.e., the movement of the particles represents that of the fluid, and fluid surfaces

or fluid-fluid interfaces move with particles representing their phase defined at the initial

stage).

As a Lagrangian method, SPH is better at simulating the large nonlinear defor-

mations and the rapid flow movement than a traditional Eulerian method such as

the Finite Volume Method, which requires a very fine, adaptive mesh. This is ideal

for fluid simulation and SPH has been used extensively in this field to simulate both

compressible and incompressible flows [21].

Figure 2.1: SPH scheme of the discretization procedure of the fluid domain into a finite number
of particles.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: SPH scheme: (a) radius of influence of a SPH particle, and (b) compact support of
kernel.

SPH’s advantages over traditional mesh-based numerical methods are subsequently

itemised.

a) SPH has a significant capacity to adjust itself at each time set, as soon as the

field variable (i.e., density, velocity, energy) approximation is locally updated.

b) Due to the abovementioned capacity, the randomness of the particle distribu-
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tion does not affect the formulation, allowing SPH to cope very adequately with

extremely large deformations.

c) Since SPH particles encompass Lagrangian formulation and particle approxima-

tion, they assume material properties which allow them to act concurrently as

approximation points and material components. When these particles travel they

conserve all the computational information, thus establishing the computational

data.

d) SPH can also be an adequate option for numerical simulations in non-continuum

contexts (for example, in bio- and nano-engineering or astrophysics at astronomic

scale).

The growing application of the SPH method to a wider range of problems con-

tributed to reveal not only its merits but also some underlying shortcomings. A major

advantage seems to be that SPH does not require a conventional mesh connecting the

particles in order to avoid distortion problems at large deformation. Considering that

SPH merely needs to discretise the material domains (and not the areas where the

material travels during the simulation) it models the domain more efficiently than the

Eulerian method. Nonetheless, SPH has still to handle numerical problems, namely

particle inconsistency, inaccuracy at domain boundaries, instabilities at tensile stress

state and coupling with other methods.

The upgrading and progress accomplished over the past years clearly developed

SPH into a consistent and accurate method delivering reliable results. Many industries,

including the oil and gas, have turned their attention to the potential of SPH and have

started academic partnerships to promote the research and development of SPH.

2.2 Physical model

2.2.1 Governing equations for a fluid model

The present section presents the derivation of the fluid flow equations, that is, fluid dy-

namics, aiming at describing the fluid’s motion in a domain, considering specific forces

and boundary conditions (discussed in Section 2.2.4). These are the continuity equation

(Section 2.2.2) and the Navier-Stokes equations (Section 2.2.3), which are conservation

equations for mass and momentum, respectively. The work here presented follows the

Lagrangian approach and relies on the continuum hypothesis, i.e., the equations are the

result of averaging the discrete velocities and positions. This allows for a description

of the medium as a continuum, were these properties vary smoothly according to the

flows scale.

According to Reynolds transport theorem [22], for any quantity A the conservation

equation for a given control volume is written as
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d

dt

∫
Ω
AdΩ =

∫
ΩL

(
∂A

∂t
+ ∇ · (Au)

)
dΩ (2.1)

where t is the time, Ω is a material system of particles, with boundary ∂Ω, moving with

velocity u(r) and r is a position vector. ΩL is a spacial domain with boundary ∂ΩL.

2.2.2 Continuity equation

Regarding mass conservation, assuming A = ρ, Equation 2.1 is written as:∫
ΩL

(
∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu)

)
dΩ = 0 (2.2)

since

d

dt

∫
Ω
ρdΩ =

dm

dt
= 0 (2.3)

where m is the total mass of Ω, assumed to be conserved in the material system.

Equation 2.2 can be expressed as:

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0 (2.4)

Equation 2.4 can be rewritten as:

∂ρ

∂t
= −ρ∇ · u (2.5)

The above is known as the continuity equation, or the conservation of mass, of a

continuous medium.

2.2.3 Navier-Stokes equation

The Navier-Stokes equations represent momentum conservation. Assuming A = ρu,

Equation 2.1 can be written as:

d

dt

∫
Ω
ρudΩ =

∫
ΩL

(
∂ρu

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρuu)

)
dΩ (2.6)

Applying Newton’s second law:

d

dt

∫
Ω
ρudΩ = FΩ (2.7)

where FΩ represents a force source term for the momentum.

The integral form of the momentum conservation equation can be obtained by

expanding the right side of Equation 2.6 and by introducing the continuity equation 2.5

as follows:

FΩ =

∫
ΩL

ρ
du

dt
dΩ (2.8)
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Assuming a general case in which the external forces are considered on an arbitrary

fluid element ΩL and in which the stress tensor includes isotropic (p) and deviatoric

(τ) stress tensors, the momentum conservation equation can be written as:

du

dt
= −1

ρ
∇p+

1

ρ
∇ · τ + g (2.9)

Equation 2.9 is written in a general form for any continuous medium, since different

media require different constitutive equations for the deviatoric stress.

The current work focuses on modelling multi-phase flows involving water, oil and

air, and assumes fluids as being Newtonian. Newtonian fluids represent the simplest

fluid model accounting for viscosity and the formulation is based on the assumption

that shear stress is proportional to the strain rate [22]. In this context, Equation 2.9

can be rewritten as:

du

dt
= −1

ρ
∇p+

1

ρ
µ∇2u+ g (2.10)

2.2.4 Boundary conditions

Flow problems can be solved by integrating the Navier-Stokes equations and the bound-

ary conditions applicable to the particular problem. Equations 2.5 and 2.10 are applied

on a domain Ω, bounded by ∂Ω, composed of solid boundaries ∂ΩB and free surfaces

∂ΩF.

In the absence of surface tension, the boundary conditions consistent with the con-

tinuum hypothesis assume that the velocity components and the stress tensor compo-

nents must be continuous at all points in the domain, including across phase interfaces.

These conditions can be translated into kinematic and dynamic conditions (the latter

being used in the present work).

In the Lagrangian framework, the kinematic boundary condition is written as:

u|∂Ω = ū|∂Ω (2.11)

where ū corresponds to an imposed velocity.

The dynamic boundary condition must express the continuity of stresses across the

interface, as follows:

u|∂ΩB
= ū|∂Ω; ∀ : ∂ΩB ∈ ∂Ω (2.12)

Accordingly, in the case of the free-surface, a given stress tensor is imposed at each

point:

σ|∂ΩF
= (−pI + 2µD) |∂ΩF

= ū|∂ΩF
(2.13)

After normal projections, Equation 2.13 can be written as:
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p = 2µu · ∂u
∂n

(2.14)

where n is the unit vector normal to the free surface. This relation implies that the

pressure field may be discontinuous at the free surface.

2.3 SPH for multi-phase flows

2.3.1 Introduction

Even though aware of the development of SPH Eulerian method, for reference purposes

it is stated that this work considers SPH as a Lagrangian method.

Although numerical simulation of multi-phase flows still remains a significant chal-

lenge, SPH as a Lagrangian method can be effectively used to simulate a wide range

of such flows, where Eulerian methods can be difficult to apply. Traditional Eulerian

grid-based methods, such as finite volume or finite difference methods, can be cum-

bersome as a very fine, adaptive mesh is needed to approximate the interface between

the phases. Lagrangian methods follow individual elements (particles) of the compu-

tational field, and thus monitor the interface naturally. However, accuracy requires a

large number of particles to be considered, which becomes computationally expensive.

As mentioned, SPH handles adequately multi-phase flows, but the use of separate

particles to comprise a second phase (e.g., air with water) involves two important con-

sequences: insertion of a much larger number of particles in the calculation; complexity

of integrating time, since the speeds of sound in the two phases differ enormously [1].

Furthermore, even simple problems soon reveal that 3-D simulations are necessary to

capture realistic flow characteristics, for example free-surface flows around objects and

impacting structures. Therefore, a multi-phase SPH simulation requires not only a vast

quantity of particles, but also a large number of time steps and all this naturally leads

to excessively long simulations. However, handling interactions between two fluids de-

pends significantly on the phase and on the ratio of hydrodynamic properties. It may

become necessary to handle the interface but, compared to Eulerian methods, surface

tracking almost doesn’t require a finer resolution.

The first publication [23] on the interaction of multiple fluids simulated gravity

currents flowing down a ramp using the classical SPH formulation and handling each

fluid as a separate set of particles. Albeit not considering corrections at the interface,

results are satisfactory. However, since the density ratio between the fluids (plain water

and salt water) is slight (never larger than 1.15), this scheme is not suitable for pairs

of fluids with large density ratios as instabilities in the contact area are developed due

to a high density gradient at the interface [1].

Nugent and Posch [24] simulated interactions between fluids with high density ra-

tios. The simulation considers the van der Waals pressure equation and inter-atomic

forces are assumed as an attractive force between the particles, acting at the interface
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due to the high density gradient (but otherwise negligible). Instabilities at the interface

are anticipated and a larger smoothing length is recommended to prevent them. Based

on a similar method, Colagrossi and Landrini [1] used a new scheme to determine in-

terfacial flows. The authors proposed a similar attractive force for the lighter fluid as

a way to prevent particle dispersion at the interface, as well as a new SPH approx-

imation and an alternative viscous term for free-surface flows. They also explored a

density re-initialisation term and a non-conservative formulation [3] for the conserva-

tion of density. The same equation of state [25] is modified by increasing the speed of

sound used for the lighter fluid, due to the density ratio. Moreover, as the speed of

sound influences the method’s stability, a much smaller time step is used. This research

contemplates a dam break case with air-water flow and the results are compatible with

other numerical methods.

Hu and Adams [3] went on a different way, establishing that density is affected by

the particles’ own volume and not by the volume of neighbouring ones. In the discrete

SPH equations proposed by the authors, density is replaced by the particles’ specific

volume, which in turn becomes the primary hydrodynamic variable. Regarding the

viscous term, an approximation of the inter-particle shear stress is used instead of the

artificial viscosity [26]. The formulation also presents a surface tension term by means

of a colour function. The corresponding test cases comprised a capillary wave and a

Couette flow, and the model is compatible with analytical solutions and experimental

results even when large density ratios are considered. Despite the model’s many virtues,

its complexity is a shortcoming. In fact, when the surface is unstable, as in a free-

surface flow [27, 28], assessing local and normal curvatures to the surface becomes

computationally costly and subject to error. Moreover, when geometry complexity

increases, boundaries also become a challenging issue.

The abovementioned research is expanded to devise a model for incompressible

fluids. This is achieved by applying the projection formulation and introducing an

intermediate time step for velocities and position [29], which are then altered at the

full time step to safeguard zero-density-variation and velocity-divergence-free condition.

Averaged hydrodynamic values leading to von Neumann boundary conditions are used

for interface calculations [30]. It is possible to enhance this model when a constant

density approach to flows with high density ratios [14] is introduced. However, high

computational costs and complexity of the free-surface flow continued to be a significant

shortcoming [12].

Hu and Adams’ specific volume method and Colagrossi and Landrini’s approach

are merged in a model designed by Grenier et al. [12] to simulate an air bubble rising

in water and gravity currents. The proposed method uses: the same equation for

the two phases, an extra repulsive force for the pressure gradient, a new density re-

initialisation scheme, a surface tension term based on a colour function and a viscous

term [31] modified to conserve angular momentum [32].

A significantly different approach, based on a SPH - finite volume hybrid [33],
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consists in an ALE description comprising a conservative formulation of the Euler

equations. This formulation is used to turn the inter-particle interaction into a one-

dimensional Riemann problem (the lighter fluid is adjusted when the particles belong

to different fluids) and considered two surface tension models: the Continuum Surface

Force (CSF) model [2] and the Local Laplace Pressure Correction (LLPC). The latter

showed to be more accurate, since the CSF model needs to predict the curvature of

the surface [34]. This method is subsequently enhanced by means of preconditioned

Riemann solvers [35] used to treat the artificial diffusion caused by the aforementioned

ALE formulation, mainly close to the interface. Validation is performed with the dam

break test case and the results are improved, even though they still need further testing.

Monaghan [36] also devised an approach comprising an additional repulsion term

for the lighter fluid, which is subsequently enhanced by Monaghan and Rafiee [37]. The

new term, based on the density ratio between the fluids, replaced the artificial viscosity

term [38]. As in the preceding methods [1,12], this procedure relied on a higher speed of

sound for the lower density fluid (but with a smaller real value, consenting for a longer

time step). In spite of its merits, this method remains under consideration due to its

empirical nature, besides also requiring a different configuration for each problem.

Regarding the treatment of incompressible fluids, Shao [39] presented two methods

for handling the interface. In one of them, SPH equations do not separate the fluid

phases and the interface is subjected to a standard Incompressible Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics (ISPH) treatment [40]. The second method decouples the fluids, in

other words, the phases are handled individually and interact by interchanging shear

stress and pressure. Lind et al [41, 42] devised a combination of incompressible and

weakly-compressible methods. This combination has been applied to air-water flows

(modelling air as a compressible and water as an incompressible fluids), where the

incompressible phase delivers a velocity boundary condition and the compressible gas

generates a pressure boundary state for the liquid. In each phase distinct time step

sizes are engaged, and the incompressible time step is shown to be ten times longer

than the compressible one [43].

2.3.2 SPH formulation

Since it does not engage a mesh or a grid, SPH represents its material by local quantities

at discrete Lagrangian locations, named particles. The simulation progresses by com-

puting the new position and properties of the particles by means of a time integration

scheme, which can be applied to both fluids and solids.

The basis of the SPH formulation is an integral interpolation [17,18] of field quan-

tities defined over the domain Ω. The value of a variable A (r) is estimated using a

weighted interpolation at each step:

〈A (r)〉 =

∫
Ω
W
(
r − r′, h

)
A
(
r′
)
dΩ (2.15)
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where r is a position vector, Ω is the interpolation domain, W is the weighting function

(smoothing kernel) and h is a characteristic length (smoothing length). In a discrete

SPH form, this is approximated as:

〈A (r)〉 =
N∑
j=1

W (r − rj , h)Aj
mj

ρj
(2.16)

where mj is the mass of the jth particle.

In SPH, the fluid domain is represented by a set of nodal points where physical

quantities such as position, velocity, density and pressure are approximated at. These

points move with the fluid in a Lagrangian manner and their properties change with

time due to the interactions with neighbouring nodes. The term Smoothed Particle

Hydrodynamics arises from the fact that the nodes, for all intended means, carry the

mass of a portion of the medium, hence being easily labelled as ”particles”, and their

individual angular velocity is disregarded, hence “smooth”. The method relies heavily

on integral interpolant theory [32]. An approximation to discrete Lagrangian points

can be made, by a proper discretisation of the continuous integral by

Ai ≈
∑
j

AjW (rij , h)Vj (2.17)

called the summation interpolant, extended to all particles j, |rij | = |ri − rj | ≤ εh,

where Vj =
mj

ρj
is the volume of particle j, Ai is the approximated variable at particle

i and W is the weight, or kernel, function. The summation approximation indicates

that particle first order consistency, i.e., the capacity of the kernel approximation to

exactly reproduce a first order polynomial function, may not be certain, since the

approximation error is inherent to the discrete form.

∑
j

VjW (rij , h) ≈ 1 (2.18)

This typically occurs near open boundaries or other discontinuities, where the kernel

W does not satisfy compact support. Mitigation may be considered, as the Shepard

and MLS corrections.

In the work of [1] spatial gradients are computed using the gradient of the kernel

function:

∇Ai ≈
∑
j

Aj∇W (rij , h)Vj (2.19)

The kernel function W used to interpolate function A at each particle depends on

the pairwise particle distance and on a characteristic length referred to as the smoothing

length h. The smoothing length h is a measure of the support of W . Physically, h is

also representative of the domain of influence of the particle of interest. Some common
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kernel choices include: (i) Gaussian kernel, which is a very stable function even for high

orders of derivatives, but is very expensive computationally as it is an infinite series,

(ii) Schoenberg family of splines, which are piece-wise polynomials that approximate

the Gaussian kernel instead of the Dirac function making them computationally cheap,

(iii) Quadratic kernel, which is a low-order polynomial and therefore computationally

cheap and has no extremum on its gradient, but has reduced accuracy because of its

low order, and (iv) Wendland quintic kernel, which has high order and can capture

higher-order effects with improved accuracy, but is computationally expensive due to

its high order [19].

The Wendland quintic kernel [44] is employed in this work since it offers a good

middle ground between accuracy and required computational resources:

W (rij , h) = αD

(
1− q

2

)4
(2q + 1) , 0 ≤ q ≤ 2 (2.20)

where q = |rij/h| and αD = 21/16πh3 for a 3D case.

Figure 2.3: Wendland quintic kernel function and its first derivative as a function of q.

Throughout a weakly-compressible SPH simulation the mass of each particle re-

mains constant and only its associated density fluctuates. The density changes are

computed by solving the conservation of mass, or continuity equation, in the SPH

form:
dρi
dt

=
∑
j

mj(ui − uj) ·∇W (∇ij , h) + Φi (2.21)

where mj is the mass of particle j and Φi is a diffusive term [45], designed to stabilize
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the density field from high-frequency oscillations, written as:

Φi = 2δhc0

∑
j

(ρj − ρi)
rij ·∇W (rij , h)

|rij |2
mj

ρj
(2.22)

where δ is a free parameter and Cs is the numerical sound velocity.

The discretised version of momentum conservation equation (Equation 2.10) [46] is

defined as:

dvi
dt

= −
∑
j

mj

(
pi
ρ2
i

+
pj
ρ2
j

)
∇W (rij , h)+

+
∑
j

mj

(
4µrij∇W (rij , h)

(ρi + ρj)|rij |2

)
vij +

∑
j

mj

(
τ i
ρ2
i

+
τ j
ρ2
j

)
∇W (rij , h) + g

(2.23)

The first term of the right side is a symmetrical, balanced form of the pressure

term [32]. The second and third terms represent viscous stresses [47] and a sub-particle-

scale (SPS) stress [48], respectively. The SPS term introduces the effects of turbulent

motion at smaller scales than the kernel scale, an effective filter scale for the system.

Following the eddy viscosity assumption and using Favre-averaging, the SPS stress

tensor for a compressible fluid can be written as:

τ

ρ
= 2νt

(
S − 1

3
δktr(S)

)
− 2

3
CI∆

2δk|S|2, (2.24)

where τ is the sub-particle stress tensor, νt = (CS |rij |)2|S| is the eddy viscosity, CS

is the Smagorinsky constant, CI = 6.6 × 10−3, S is the local strain rate tensor, with

|S| = (2SS)1/2 and δk is the Kronecker Delta.

The standard SPH formulation is not applicable in multi-phase flows dealing with

large density discontinuity in the interface. To remedy this situation for the lighter

fluid the pressure gradient needs to be modified due to the presence of the cohesion

term in the equation of state 2.30. This leads to a different form of the momentum

equation for the lighter phase with an additional term modelling the cohesion forces:〈
dui
dt

〉
= − 1

ρi

∑
j

[
(pi + pj)∇W (rij , h)

mj

ρj

]
− 2ā

mj

ρj
∇W (rij , h) (2.25)

Viscous effects are modelled using laminar viscosity [49] for stability:

dvi
dt

= −
∑
j

mj

(
Pj + Pi
ρjρi

)
∇W (rij , h) + g +

∑
j

mj

 4ν0rij∇W (rij , h)

(ρi + ρj)
(
r2
ij + η2

)
vij

(2.26)

where ν0 is kinematic viscosity (typically 10−6 m2/s for water).

To integrate the scheme forward in time, a second-order Verlet time-stepping scheme

is used for the computations [50]. A Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition is used
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to determine the variable time step, dependent on either the forces of the computation

or the viscosity. The conditions are given by the following

δtf = min {h/|fi|} (2.27)

δtv = min

{
h

cs + max (σij)

}
(2.28)

and providing the smallest time step is

∆t = CCFLmin {(δtf , δtv} (2.29)

where σij =

∣∣∣∣huij ·rij

r2
ij

∣∣∣∣, CCFL is the Courant number and fi is the force per unit mass.

The condition outlined in equations 2.29 to 2.28 is dependent on the speed of sound

of the material so a larger speed of sound for the lighter phase leads to a smaller time

step and a larger runtime for the computation in general.

2.3.3 Equation of state

This work uses the multi-phase formulation of Colagrossi and Landrini [1] to predict

the interface interactions for an air-water mixture. This model follows on from the work

of Nugent and Posch [24], who propose the use of a modified version of Tait’s equation

of state for incompressible and inviscid fluids [25]. This methodology is based on the

weakly compressible SPH (WCSPH) approach, in which compressibility is enforced by

the use of a low Mach number and a state equation is used to algebraically link the

pressure and the density.

p (ρ) =
C2

s ρ0

γ

[(
ρ

ρ0

)γ
− 1

]
+ χ− āρ2 (2.30)

where Cs is the speed of sound, ρ0 is the initial density of the fluid and γ is the

polytropic index (γ = 7 for water and γ = 1.4 for air). The subtraction of unity in the

equation removes the boundary effect for free-surface flows [19].

In Equation 2.30, χ is a constant small background pressure applied throughout the

domain to ensure stability [47], while the term āρ2 prevents the diffusion of the lighter

fluid into the heavier (especially in large density ratios) and the fragmentation of the

interface by increasing the inter-particle forces in the phase where it is applied with ā

being a cohesion coefficient. This term was first proposed by Nugent and Posch [24]

and the calculation of the coefficient is based on the properties of the different phases

and the characteristic length L of the domain:

ā = 1.5g
ρ0,X

ρ2
0,Y

L (2.31)
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where ρ0,X and ρ0,Y are the initial densities of the two phases. The characteristic length

is an empirical coefficient that depends on the dimensions of the domain and the initial

particle distance [1, 51].

The large value of the polytropic index in water leads to a very sensitive formulation,

while small density variations can lead to large pressure fluctuations, regardless of

the properties of the fluid. Density variations are on the order of the Mach number

squared [52]:
δρ

ρ0
∼ u2

max

C2
s

= M2 (2.32)

For Mach numbers in the region of < 0.1, compressibility effects are on the order

of 1% or less. Therefore, a numerical speed of sound (Cs ) is selected in accordance to

the maximum fluid velocity so that the density variations are kept below 1%. In that

sense, the speed of sound is now a coefficient determining the compressibility of the

fluid that is being modelled rather than the actual physical quantity.

An initial value of the speed of sound can be found by Colagrossi and Landrini [1]

as

cs,X =

√
p0γX
ρ0,X

, cs,Y =

√
p0γY
ρ0,Y

(2.33)

where p0 is an initial pressure of the domain. Based on this equation, and replacing the

actual speed of sound for oil and water, it can be noticed that the initial pressure values

would not be on the same order of magnitude creating severe pressure discontinuities

at the interface.

In order for the pressures at the interface to be similar, the lighter fluid will be

modelled by a higher sound speed unlike to its actual physical values.

The ratio of the different values can be found by Equation 2.34 assuming equal initial

pressure:
cs,X
cs,Y

=

√
ρ0,Y γX
ρ0,XγY

(2.34)

The compressibility restriction in the value of the Mach number outlined by Equa-

tion 2.32 also needs to considered when determining suitable values for the speed of

sound. However, the higher speed values considered for the lighter fluid require a

decrease in the time step to prevent numerical instability. Thus, the time step is sig-

nificantly decreased as the density ratio is increased, leading to large expansions in the

computational runtime.

2.3.4 Surface tension model

Surface tension effects are included in the implemented multi-phase model, typically

comprising Cohesive Pressure model (CPM), Inter-particle Force model (IPF) and Con-

tinuum Surface Force model (CSF) [53]. In the simulation of multi-phase flows, includ-

ing the liquid-gas and liquid-liquid phases, surface tension is one of the most important

physical properties, particularly at the micro scale (i.e., cases characteristically smaller
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than 1 mm and where, surface tension value is several orders of magnitude larger than

viscosity, inertia and gravity values), where it becomes a dominant factor [53]. There-

fore, the accurate description of the surface tension is a critical issue.

The CSF model developed by Brackbill et al. [2] interprets surface tension as a

continuous, three-dimensional effect across an interface. The CSF model is applicable

to a general class of fluid phenomena influenced by interfacial surface tension and it

has been applied successfully to model incompressible fluid flow in low-gravity environ-

ments, capillarity and droplet dynamics.

These authors conceived the CSF in which surface forces are considered continuous

interface effects and surface tension is simulated by calculating the local curvature of

the interface, but it does not safeguard momentum with precision.

Another variant of the CSF, proposed by Lafaurie et al. [54], expresses the surface

tension force per unit volume as the divergence of the capillary pressure tensor. This

method, adapted to SPH by Morris [28] and later upgraded by Hu and Adams [3],

safeguards momentum and avoids calculation of local curvature.

Nugent and Posch [24] projected a substantially diverse van der Waals equation

of state, subsequently enhanced by Tartakovsky et al. [27], in which, like the method

used in Molecular Dynamics, the blending of repulsive and attractive forces causes

phase parting and, simultaneously, defines surface tension. These methods’ need for

microscopic parameters and considerable computational resources hinders their use in

standard engineering products. The approach of Zhou et al. [55], consisting in the

inclusion of a simple repulsion force between standard macroscopic adjoining particles

of different fluids, turns out to be more adequate than the microscopic methods but

remains dependent on parameters achieved by numerical research.

Even thou the CSF algorithm is complex its accuracy is high and it does not require

calibration as does CPM and IPF. All considered, it has been decided to use the CSF

approach developed upon the computation of the local curvature, in which the surface

tension force is converted into a force per unit volume

F s = f sδs (2.35)

where δs is a suitably-chosen surface delta function and

f s = σkn+∇sσ (2.36)

with

n =
n

|n|
=
∇c
|∇c|

(2.37)

where f s is the force per unit area and k is the local curvature of the unit vector n,

normal to the interface. The second term on the right hand side of Equation 2.36,

linked with the Marangoni effect, is neglected in the present work as surface tension is

assumed constant throughout the fluid. A color function is used to describe different
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phases, and the interface is defined as a finite transitional band, where the color gradient

does not vanish. Within this band, the surface tension is approximated as a continuous

force. The curvature and normal vector of the interface are calculated using the color

function. A color function is introduced as follows.

ci =

1, if particle i belongs to phase 1.

0, if particle i belongs to phase 2.
(2.38)

The curvature of the interface can be obtained with the relation

k = −∇ · n (2.39)

Nevertheless, despite the use of Equation 2.39, large errors of curvature can occur.

Morris [28] determined that these errors appear far from the interface, but still in the

smoothing transition zone. To overcome this drawback, and considering that computa-

tional errors may get still bigger if normalization procedure is undertaken, it is required

to observe the norms projected by Morris [28] to determine the normal vectors that

can produce errors.

Lastly, assuming δs = |n|, the surface tension can be included in the right hand

side of the Navier-Stokes Equation 2.10 as

dvi
dt

= −
∑
j

mj

(
Pj + Pi
ρjρi

)
∇W (rij , h)+

+g +
∑
j

mj

 4ν0rij∇W (rij , h)

(ρi + ρj)
(
r2
ij + η2

)
vij +

σi
Qi
kini

(2.40)

2.4 SPH for sediment transport

2.4.1 Introduction

In addition to hydrocarbon fluids, oil and gas wells produce solids, whose concentration

or dimension can cause equipment disruption or a decrease in inflow, requiring solutions

to bring production back to an economically sustainable position.

Flows with sediments, including oil or gas, have no typical levels of sand, not even

when emerging from wells inside the same field. This circumstance makes it necessary

to consider standard levels which account for 2% of solid phase and represent levels

of sand that equipment is expected to find in a subsea location. Particles produced

from the reservoir rock (e.g., clays, quartz, etc.), from hydraulic fractures (proppant

flowback) or precipitated from the produced water (e.g., iron sulphide) can vary in size

from submicron to 1 mm and, in many Produced Water (PW) watercourses, sizes of

10-200 µm are frequent [5].

Even though flows found in the production of oil and gas often comprise some
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amount of solids, SPH numerical studies on sediment transportation are mostly applied

to hydraulic erosion. A reference work describing a new system using the SPH method

for ground modification by hydraulic erosion model with an advection-diffusion system

was found by [4], but its results and validation are not considered significant as their

implementation only provided interactive results.

The present work specifically considers the application of the SPH method to simu-

late the dynamics of sediment transportation within the context of oil and gas industry.

The fluid simulation uses a Lagrangian approach (SPH) and the sediments are mod-

elled by using a generalized advection equation between the fluid SPH particles for each

considered granulometric category, following the scheme presented by Kristof et al. [4].

The sediment concentration is advected due to the fluid particle motion and suffers

an additional settling velocity. The settling velocity accounts for sediment transfer be-

tween the particles, using a conservative donor-acceptor scheme. A sand dumping case

is carried out for validation of the model.

Krǐstof et al. [4] present a new technique for modification of 3D terrains by means

of hydraulic erosion. The results obtained show that the implemented particle-based

method is efficient for the erosion of dense, large, and sparse fluid, however, its imple-

mentation merely provides interactive results for large scale problems and no adequate

validation is made.

2.4.2 Sediment transport

As sediments move into the flow, physical attributes (e.g., velocity and gravity) and bio-

geochemical processes (e.g., diffusion and heat transport) are the factors that determine

their motion. The common equation describing this process is

C(x, t) = P (C) + J(C, x, t) (2.41)

where C represents the total sediment transport process P represents the physical

redistribution processes, such as advection and diffusion, and J stands for sources and

sinks that reflect erosion and deposition.

In the present model, the term P in Equation 2.41 accounts only for advection

processes, given that diffusion effects are negligible at small scales. Therefore the

advection equation for sediment transport in SPH assumes the following form:

∂C

∂t
= −vs ·∇C + J (2.42)

In the present theoretical model, u, the total velocity of a sediment particle is

expressed as the sum of the velocities of the water flow v and of the sediment settling

vs:

u = v + vs (2.43)

The following two subsections describe the numerical implementation of the advec-
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tion term −vs ·∇C in the context of SPH, as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: The donor-acceptor scheme for a settling process.

2.4.3 Donor-acceptor advection scheme

In order to implement material advection between SPH particles in the direction of

the settling velocity, a model based on a donor-acceptor scheme is introduced. The

SPH fluid particle i is defined to be either a donor or acceptor in each i − j particle

relation. For an acceptor i to receive sediment concentration from a donor particle

j, their relative position rij must have a positive component along the direction of

the settling velocity vs, that depends on the gravity, g. Taking into consideration

the donor-acceptor scheme, the corrected interpolant of the advective term −vs.∇C in

Equation 2.42 is formulated in the SPH [4]:

− vs ·∇Ci = −
∑
j

=

mj
Cj

ρj
(vs · r̂ij)∇W (rij , h) vs · rij ≥ 0

mi
Ci
ρi

(vs · r̂ij)∇W (rij , h) vs · rij < 0
(2.44)

Because the gradient of the cubic spline kernel is negative, Equation 2.44 agrees

with the material advection in the direction of vs. Particle i acts as the acceptor for

vs · rij ≥ 0 and as the donor otherwise.

The magnitude of the settling velocity vs depends on several physical aspects,

mainly on the density and size of the sediment particles, and gravity. Following [4], the

hindered settling velocity for small spheres in fluid is:

vs =
2

9
r2
s

ρs − ρf
ν

gf(C) (2.45)

where ρs, ρf are the sediment and fluid densities, respectively, rs is the radius of a

sediment particle, ν is the laminar viscosity of the fluid, and C is the solid volume
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fraction at the acceptor particle. The function f(C) is the hindering settling function

approximating decreasing advection rate with higher sediment concentration. It is

approximated using the Richardson-Zaki relation [56] as

f(C) = 1− (C/Cmax)e (2.46)

where Cmax is the maximum solid volume fraction in a fluid particle and 4 < e < 5.5

is an empirical exponent.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter presented an overview of the SPH method, focusing both on its origin and

on current trends of application. The reason why SPH has been chosen for this work

becomes clear, as it shows excellent potential to deal with many oilfield problems that

involve multi-phase phenomena. Furthermore, it is considered that SPH has the fun-

damental properties to accurately model these phenomena. Being a novel method and

yet far from reaching full maturity, it offers many research opportunities and possible

applications.

The SPH strategy developed to model multi-phase flows and sediment transport

are presented in two separate sections giving the background for the numerical imple-

mentation and validation study discussed in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 3

Numerical Implementation

The present chapter introduces the SPH platform used in this project and schematically

presents the implemented code concerning the multi-phase and sediment transport

models described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Challenges of multi-phase modelling are also

highlighted.

3.1 DualSPHysics: SPH platform

3.1.1 Introduction

The DualSPHysics code [13] is a set of C/C++ hybrid codes capable of running on

one or multiple CPUs. DualSPHysics emerged from the SPHysics [57] FORTRAN

code project as a joint effort involving the Johns Hopkins University (U.S.A.), the

University of Vigo (Spain), the University of Manchester (U.K.) and the University

of Rome La Sapienza (Italy), pursuing reduction of computational time and capacity

to deal with current engineering and environmental problems. At present, the code is

being jointly developed by the University of Vigo and the University of Manchester.

DualSPHysics also assembles a large and active community which represents a great

benefit for code developers.

It is possible to organise DualSPHysics code structure into three major steps, which

are repetitively executed throughout a simulation: data handling and I/O, particles

interaction and system update.

Both multi-phase and sediment transport models are implemented in C++ using

DualSPHysics DualSPHysics v4.0. The central processing unit (CPU) approach is the

chief concern (optimizing runtimes and simulating a larger number of particles is out

of the scope of this work).

The subsequent Subsections specify DualSPHysics’ code structure and Section 3.2

depicts the changes designed for both multi-phase and sediment transport models.
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3.1.2 Data handling and I/O

The case initialisation and the code’s file output rely on the CPU C/C++ code. On

establishing the code, case initialisation and read operations use input files from the

pre-processing tool GenCase. Input files contain both a XML type file (with simulation

parameters and reference values) and a binary file (with the particle’s geometrical

information and features of the particles points). At initialisation, the main code arrays

attain a copy of the particle position and density for each particle.

After initialising and loading the case in the algorithm, a neighbour list is generated

in the first and every succeeding time steps. The neighbour lists function in a linked-list

system attained by initially organising the domain in square cells measuring 2h (sub-

section 2.3.2). Subsequently, the particles’ index is reordered according to the cells and

the particles are assigned to a cell, all arrays with physical properties being similarly

reordered so as to match the position index of the new ordered array [58].

3.1.3 Particles interaction

During the second step of the SPH simulation, momentum and continuity equations

are determined based on the forces among the particles and on the new pressure, and

using Tait’s weakly compressible equation of state [25]. As a general rule, the original

DualSPHysics employs the classical SPH equations (Equations 2.21 and 2.23) with the

addition of the Shepard filter [59] and the XSPH velocity correction introduced by

Monaghan [60].

For the viscous term, it is possible to choose between the artificial viscosity term

[26, 38] and the laminar SPH viscosity [47]. For the kernel function, it is possible to

choose between the cubic spline function [61] and the Wendland quintic kernel [44].

The present study used the second scheme, detailed in Section 2.3. The Sub-Particle

Scale (SPS) model is used to to represent the effects of turbulence. Favre-averaging is

needed to account for compressibility in weakly compressible SPH where eddy viscosity

assumption is used to model the SPS stress tensor [62].

DualSPHysics employs the fictitious boundaries approach [58] to produce bound-

aries, creating new particles with the fluid’s hydrodynamic qualities.

3.1.4 System update

In the last step, as the simulation proceeds, the hydrodynamic variables of the system

are updated. The particle velocity determines the highest time step value and a variable

time step is used with the particle forces. It is possible to use the two following second-

order time schemes: the velocity Verlet scheme [63] and the symplectic scheme [64].

In the present study the second scheme is used.

All through the update, particle data is periodically saved in the CPU (for example

binary files).
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The code is structured into several interrelated files and subroutines, which are

summoned by the main routine when and if necessary. This modular procedure offers

a better understanding of the code and makes it easier to add models or features to

the code.

3.1.5 Pre- and post-processing

DualSPHysics is a broad SPH CFD platform, comprising Pre and Post-processing tools.

It uses GenCase, a versatile pre-processing tool, to import geometries form CAD files or

to define them directly. The geometry and parameters of the simulation are defined in

a XML input file, which also outputs the definition XML and a binary file carrying the

particle points and properties. For the case initialisation these two files are loaded to

DualSPHysics. Along with these tools, several Post-processing tools grant visualisation

and measuring, such as Part2VTK (exports binary VTK files), IsoSurface (creates ISO

surfaces for visualisations) and Measure (probes pressure, density, and other properties

at specific points) [65].

3.2 Numerical implementation

3.2.1 Multi-phase model

The abovementioned DualSPHysics platform just simulates single-phase cases, which

significantly restricts its relevance and the number of applications. If a multi-phase

model is applied, it comes to be more consistent and resourceful.

The implementation of the multi-phase model requires several alterations to the

single-phase one. These changes alter neither the main program structure nor the time-

stepping algorithms present (Verlet and symplectic), focusing instead on the inclusion

of new terms promoted by the selected multi-phase and surface tension models as

presented in Section 2.3.

Figure 3.1 presents a schematic of the MP-SPH model on DualSPHysics. The main

change in the force computation part of the DualSPHysics code is the updating of the

equation of state, the Navier-Stokes equations and momentum and continuity equations

to the new forms specified by the multi-phase model, as mentioned in Section 2.3.

3.2.2 Sediment transport model

As in the MP-SPH model implementation on DualSPHysics, the sediment transport

model (AD-SPH model) implementation alters neither the main program structure nor

the time-stepping algorithms. It focuses instead on the inclusion of the new terms

introduced by the sediment transport model presented in Section 2.4.

A special effort was needed regarding memory access and main developers had to

intervene to solve problems related with memory management. Since DualSPHysics
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of CPU implementation of the multi-phase model on DualSPHysics.

users have limited access to memory allocation files the handling of new system vari-

ables (eg. initial concentration, maximum concentration, sediment particle radius and

sediment density) naturally hard.

Basically, the AD-SPH model implementation is considered a Lagrangian scheme

with an Eulerian context, incorporating an advection scheme for the sediment particles

that communicate through a passive variable translating its concentration. In the

AD-SPH model implementation on DualSPHysics code the chief adjustments in the

force computation component are the new variable fields related with the sediment

background: particle concentration (Ci) and sediment particles’ settling velocity (vs).

Figure 3.2 presents a schematic of the AD-SPH model on DualSPHysics.

Listing 3.1: Example of an input XML file for the donor-acceptor advection scheme

1 <case>

2 <casede f>

3 <constant sde f>

4 < l a t t i c e bound=”1” f l u i d=”1” />

5 <g rav i ty x=”0” y=”0” z=”−9.81” />

6 <rhop0 value=”1000” />

7 <hswl va lue=”0” auto=” true ” />

8 <gamma value=”7” />
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9 <speedsystem value=”0” auto=” true ” />

10 <coefsound value=”20” />

11 <speedsound value=”0” auto=” true ” />

12 <coe fh value=” 1 .0 ” />

13 <cf lnumber value=” 0 .2 ” />

14 </cons tant sde f>

15 <mkconfig boundcount=”240” f l u i d c o u n t=”10” />

16 <geometry>

17 <d e f i n i t i o n dp=” 0.005 ” >

18 <pointmin x=”−1.0” y=” 0 .5 ” z=”−1.0” />

19 <pointmax x=” 2 .0 ” y=” 0 .5 ” z=” 2 .0 ” />

20 </d e f i n i t i o n>

21 <commands>

22 <main l i s t>

23 <setdrawmode mode=” f u l l ” />

24 <s e tmkf lu id mk=”0” />

25 <drawbox>

26 <b o x f i l l >s o l i d </b o x f i l l >

27 <po int x=”0” y=”0” z=”0” />

28 <s i z e x=”1” y=”1” z=”1” />

29 </drawbox>

30 <s e tmkf lu id mk=”1” />

31 <drawbox>

32 <b o x f i l l >s o l i d </b o x f i l l >

33 <po int x=” 0 .48 ” y=” 0 .48 ” z=” 0.975 ” />

34 <s i z e x=” 0 .04 ” y=” 0 .04 ” z=” 0.025 ” />

35 </drawbox>

36 <setmkbound mk=”0” />

37 <drawbox>

38 <b o x f i l l >bottom | l e f t | r i g h t |
39 f r o n t | back</b o x f i l l >

40 <po int x=”−0.005” y=”−0.005” z=”−0.005” />

41 <s i z e x=” 1.010 ” y=” 1.010 ” z=” 1.060 ” />

42 </drawbox>

43 <drawbox>

44 <b o x f i l l >bottom | l e f t | r i g h t |
45 f r o n t | back</b o x f i l l >

46 <po int x=”−0.010” y=”−0.010” z=”−0.010” />

47 <s i z e x=” 1.020 ” y=” 1.020 ” z=” 1.070 ” />

48 </drawbox>

49 <drawbox>
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50 <b o x f i l l >bottom | l e f t | r i g h t |
51 f r o n t | back</b o x f i l l >

52 <po int x=”−0.015” y=”−0.015” z=”−0.015” />

53 <s i z e x=” 1.030 ” y=” 1.030 ” z=” 1.080 ” />

54 </drawbox>

55 </ma in l i s t>

56 </commands>

57 </geometry>

58 < i n i t i a l s >

59 <v e l o c i t y mkf luid=”1” x=”0” y=”0” z=”−0.1961”/>

60 </ i n i t i a l s >

61 <prope r t i e s>

62 <l i nk s>

63 < l i n k mkfluid=”1” property=” sed1 ”

64 comment=” Property f o r the sediment s c a l a r ” />

65 </ l i nk s>

66 <property name=” sed1 ”>

67 <Ci value=” 0 .61 ” />

68 <Rs value=” 0.0004 ” />

69 <Cmax value=” 0 .64 ” />

70 <RhoS value=” 2 .65 ” />

71 </property>

72 </p rope r t i e s>

73 </casede f>

74 <execut ion>

75 <parameters>

76 <parameter key=”PosDouble” value=”1”

77 comment=” P r e c i s i o n in p a r t i c l e i n t e r a c t i o n />

78 <parameter key=” StepAlgorithm ” value=”1”

79 comment=” Step Algorithm ” />

80 <parameter key=” Ver l e tS teps ” />

81 <parameter key=” Kernel ” va lue=”2”

82 comment=” I n t e r a c t i o n Kernel ” />

83 <parameter key=” ViscoTreatment ” value=”1”

84 comment=” V i s c o s i t y fo rmulat ion ” />

85 <parameter key=” Visco ” value=” 0 .02 ”

86 comment=” V i s c o s i t y value ” />

87 <parameter key=”ViscoBoundFactor” value=”0”

88 comment=” Mult ip ly v i s c o s i t y va lue with boundary />

89 <parameter key=”DeltaSPH” value=”0”

90 comment=”DeltaSPH value ) ” />
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91 <parameter key=”#S h i f t i n g ” value=”0”

92 comment=” S h i f t i n g mode />

93 <parameter key=”#Sh i f tCoe f ” va lue=”−2”

94 comment=” C o e f f i c i e n t f o r s h i f t i n g computation />

95 <parameter key=”#ShiftTFS” value=”0”

96 comment=” Threshold to de t e c t f r e e s u r f a c e />

97 <parameter key=” RigidAlgorithm ” value=”1”

98 comment=” Rigid Algorithm ” />

99 <parameter key=”CoefDtMin” value=” 0 .05 ”

100 comment=” C o e f f i c i e n t to c a l c u l a t e minimum time step />

101 <parameter key=”#DtIni ” va lue=” 0.0001 ”

102 comment=” I n i t i a l time step />

103 <parameter key=”#DtMin” value=” 0.000005 ”

104 comment=”Minimum time s t e p/>

105 <parameter key=”#DtFixed” value=”DtFixed . dat ” />

106 <parameter key=” D t A l l P a r t i c l e s ” va lue=”0” />

107 <parameter key=”TimeMax” value=”1”

108 comment=”Time o f s imu la t i on ” />

109 <parameter key=”TimeOut” value=” 0 .01 ”

110 comment=”Time out data ” />

111 <parameter key=”RhopOutMin” value=”700”

112 comment=”Minimum rhop v a l i d />

113 <parameter key=”RhopOutMax” value=”3000”

114 comment=”Maximum rhop v a l i d />

115 <parameter key=”SedimentCount” value=”1”

116 comment=”Number o f d i f f e r e n t sediment s p e c i e s ” />

117 <parameter key=”#Per iod ic IncX ” value=” 0 .0 ”

118 comment=” I n c r e a s e o f Z with p e r i o d i c BC” />

119 </parameters>

120 </execut ion>

121 </case>

Listing 3.2: C++ code for the donor-acceptor advection scheme

1 i f ( SedimentCount ){
2 f o r ( unsigned cs = 0 ; cs<SedimentCount ; cs++){
3 f l o a t cp1 = Cspec i e s c [ p1 + CpuPar t i c l e sS i z e ∗ cs ] ;

4 f l o a t cp2 = Cspec i e s c [ p2 + CpuPar t i c l e sS i z e ∗ cs ] ;

5 i f ( ( cp1 > ALMOSTZERO | | cp2 > ALMOSTZERO)){
6 //−the re i s sediment o f t h i s s p e c i e s to exchange

7 and p a r t i c l e s are f l u i d
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8 const f l o a t f c = ( cp1<SedimentData [ cs ] . Cmax

9 | | cp2<SedimentData [ cs ] . Cmax ? 1 − pow( min ( cp1 ,

10 cp2 ) / SedimentData [ cs ] . Cmax, 4 . 0 f ) : 0 . 0 f ) ;

11 // h inder ing func t i on

12 const f l o a t vs = 0.222 f ∗ f c ∗SedimentData [ cs ] .

13 Rs∗SedimentData [ cs ] . Rs∗ rhopp1 ∗( SedimentData [ cs ] .

14 RhoS − 1) / 0 . 0 0 1 ;

15 // s e t t l i n g v e l o c i t y / g rav i ty

16 const f l o a t v s d o t r i j = −vs ∗9 .81∗ drz / s q r t ( r r2 ) ;

17 f l o a t mfr = 0 , mfry = 0 , mfrz = 0 ;

18 i f ( tke r == KERNEL Wendland) GetKernel ( rr2 ,

19 qrt ( drx∗drx + dry∗dry + drz ∗drz ) , 0 , 0 , mfr ,

20 mfry , mfrz ) ;

21 // ke rne l d e r i v a t i v e with r e s p e c t to | r i j |
22 e l s e i f ( tke r == KERNEL Cubic) GetKernelCubic ( rr2 ,

23 s q r t ( drx∗drx + dry∗dry + drz ∗drz ) , 0 , 0 , mfr ,

24 mfry , mfrz ) ;

25 i f ( v s d o t r i j < 0 .0 f && cp1>0.0 f && ! boundp2 )

26 acp1 [ cs ] += −MassFluid∗cp1 / rhopp1∗ v s d o t r i j ∗mfr ;

27 //p1 i s donnor p a r t i c l e

28 e l s e i f ( v s d o t r i j >= 0.0 f ) acp1 [ cs ]

29 += −MassFluid∗cp2 / ve l rhop [ p2 ] . w∗ v s d o t r i j ∗mfr ;

30 //p1 i s acceptor p a r t i c l e

31 }
32 }
33 }
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of CPU implementation of the sediment transport model on Dual-
SPHysics.
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Chapter 4

Validation Study

This chapter intends to quantify the quality of the numerical models achieved by means

of the methods introduced in Chapter 2. The validation study comprises three test-

cases (theoretical surface tension, air bubble rising in water and non-Boussinesq lock-

exchange) for the implemented multi-phase SPH model, while the advection SPH com-

prises only one test-case (sand dumping). Theoretical considerations and analytical

solutions are taken into account when available, providing important comparison ele-

ments. Experimental and other numerical data are compiled from literature allowing

for a more comprehensive study of the numerical models.

4.1 SPH multi-phase flow model

4.1.1 Introduction

Three cases with no free surface are considered in the following sections. These test-

cases are selected from a set of standard test-cases for the validation of multi-phase

flow advanced computational methods and interface tracking methods [66]. Following

Lemonnier et al. [66], the test-cases are organized in two main categories: (i) N: Purely

numerical and (ii) P: Physical (to verify a selected physical model or phenomenon

controlled by the balance of selected effects). In the second category, further subdivision

is considered: (iia) PN: Physical test-case compared to a reference numerical method

and (iib) PA: Physical test-case compared to an analytical solution.

The three selected cases are compared either with reference numerical methods or

with analytical solutions. The cases will cover a range of challenges related with the

modelling of two-phase flows mostly conveying complex interfaces, high density ratio

and subsequent pressure discontinuity issues across the interface.

In recent years, not only has SPH rapidly matured as a method but current tech-

nology, such as Graphics Processing Units (GPU), has also allowed for large cases to

be tested. However, SPH has not yet been widely applied to two-phase flows, conse-

quently there is still a lack of proper validation for fully three-dimensional multi-phase

flows with high density ratios, further compounded by surface tension and gravitational
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force influence. Research done by Das and Das [67] and Szewc et al. [68] is one of very

few examples of studies aiming this purpose. In it, the authors analyse the bubble

progression through viscous fluids by means of a multi-phase SPH formulation capable

of handling large density differences, and specifically solving surface tension effects by

means of a Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model. Different regimes are considered

in numerical simulations (consistent with different relative importance of surface ten-

sion, viscosity and buoyancy effects) and validation of the expected topological changes

and of the terminal velocity and drag coefficients of bubbles is performed. Numerical

outcomes are ascertained regarding reference experimental data and other numerical

methods, specifically the Front-Tracking and the Lattice Boltzmann Methods. This

study is considered to embody a new SPH application for two-phase flow simulations,

which shows to be capable of capturing small details of gas-liquid systems defined by

fluctuating interfaces.

4.1.2 Theoretical surface tension

4.1.2.1 Introduction

The first test-case is a standard validation test for surface tension models used in many

CFD schemes which employ an iterative solution procedure to solve the resulting sys-

tem of discretised algebraic equations. The selected case involves a stationary bubble

submerged in a liquid and consists in verifying the correct pressure drop at the bub-

ble’s interface. The surface tension model is compared to theoretical results while the

pressure drop is defined analytically (Laplace law).

The Laplace pressure describes the pressure difference between two static fluids,

such as water and air, sustained across the interface due to the surface tension phe-

nomenon (Figure 4.1). From the Laplace law, the pressure inside the bubble must be

higher than in the surrounding fluid and should undergo a jump across the interface

∆P ≡ Pin − Pout = σ

(
1

R1
+

1

R2

)
(4.1)

where R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the bubble and σ is the surface

tension of the fluid/fluid interface.

For circular bubbles such as the ones used in this case R1 = R2 and Equation 4.1

becomes

∆P =
σ

R
(4.2)

In the present work, the SPH multi-phase flow model is used with the Hu and

Adams [3] formulation to properly handle large density differences. Surface tension is

modelled using the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) method developed by Brackbill et

al. [2] and first used in SPH by Morris [28]. Both are described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.1: The pressure of the fluid inside a bubble Pin must be sufficient to oppose the pressure
outside of it Pout (where Pout accounts for the atmospheric pressure plus the hydrostatic pressure
of any other fluid in which the bubble is immersed). The force caused by surface tension σ of
the liquid boundary also tends to collapse the bubble, so Pin must be greater than Pout by the
amount of this force.

4.1.2.2 Case description

To begin with a motionless circular bubble of radius R is introduced at the centre of a

square cavity filled with water, each side typically measuring L as seen in Figure 4.2.

A zero-gravity field is imposed (small bubble), the flow is considered isothermal and

the surface tension coefficient is constant. A summary of properties and parameters

considered in this case is presented in Table 4.1. The theoretical pressure drop for this

case follows Equation 4.2 and is 50 Pa.

The simulations have been performed for a total of 1681 particles (Nbubble = 69,

Nwater = 1452 and Nbound = 160).

Table 4.1: Properties and parameters used in the theoretical surface tension case.

Parameter Value Units

Domain length (L) 0.1 m
Bubble radius (R) 0.01 m
Density (ρwater) 1000 kg/m3

Density (ρair) 100 kg/m3

Dynamic viscosity (µwater) 1×10−3 Pa.s
Dynamic viscosity (µair) 1×10−5 Pa.s
Sound speed (Cs,water) 50 m/s
Sound speed (Cs,air) 50 m/s
Surface tension (σ) 0.25 N/m
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Figure 4.2: Initial configuration of the 2-D theoretical surface tension case.

4.1.2.3 Results and discussion

Regarding the presented case, a pressure drop of 50 Pa with a higher pressure inside

the bubble should be expected. From Figure 4.3 we can see that the MP-SPH model

predicts accurately a zero pressure in the surrounding fluid and the pressure jump

accurately, and no unphysical (negative) pressure drop at the interface is observed.

For a better analysis of the results obtained, a quantitative analysis is carried out

by estimating the relative error regarding pressure (Equation 4.3) between analytical

results (“a”) and numerical results obtained with the MP-SPH model (“n”).

δ(%) =
ua − un
ua

(4.3)

Analysing discrepancies between the theoretical values and those obtained with the

MP-SPH model, it can be seen that the relative error reaches its peak value in the

region closer to the interface, diminishing in regions outlying the interface and zeroing

outside the bubble and at its centre.

The peak value regarding the relative error resulted mainly from a numerical limi-

tation, as it is calculated by means of a continuous function which obtains either values

of 0 or 50 Pa when discretised as the numerical function. Subsequently, the relative er-

rors concerning the region near the interface will have a higher denominator generating

higher values.

Rogers et al. [34] concisely mention parasitic currents - unphysical velocities caused

by the surface tension model in the interface’s surrounding area. The authors establish
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of pressure profiles along the centre of stationary bubble between the
theoretical solution and MP-SPH model.

that results can be considerably influenced by the selection of the surface tension model

and of the underlying multi-phase SPH model. This should be considered in future

investigations having in mind that the main difficulty of this method is the computation

of the curvature.

4.1.3 Air bubble rising in water

4.1.3.1 Introduction

Unstable multi-phase interfaces with large density ratios and viscous ratios impose a

considerable ordeal on numerical simulation of bubbly flows and remains at a very initial

stage regarding validation of a new numerical method [66]. The implemented multi-

phase SPH method solely studies the occurrences of bubbles rising in two dimensions.

The work accomplished is based on a multi-phase SPH model described in Sec-

tion 2.3, following on the views of Hu and Adams [3, 14] for analysis of the simulation

of an air bubble rising in a stagnant column of water. It also includes a surface ten-

sion model based on the CSF (Continuum Surface Force) model first presented by

Brackbill [2] as described in Section 2.3.

The transient rise velocity and the shape of the interface is compared to the obtained

by Grenier et al. [12] and Sussman et al. [69]. The air bubble rising test specifically

provides validation of the numerical model that accounts for jump conditions at the

interface. Moreover, a detailed study of the case’s correct initialization focusing on

undesired pressure effects is also implemented. Special attention is paid to the pres-

sure field near the boundaries and interface. Solutions to diminish undesired pressure

effects coming from limitations of the weakly compressible formulation and the SPH
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Lagrangian frame are discussed and introduced.

4.1.3.2 Case description

The initial configuration of the test-case can be found in Figure 4.4 and follows the

configuration presented by Grenier et al. [12]. The bubble and the surrounding fluid

are initially at rest and gravity induced buoyancy is the only force driving the flow.

After an initial transient stage, a velocity is reached when buoyant and drag forces are

balanced.

Figure 4.4: Initial configuration of a single bubble rising in liquid phase.

The bubble dynamics is characterized by the following dimensionless parameters:

the Bond number (Bo), and the Reynolds (Re) number, with characteristic scales for

the length L = 2R and for the terminal rising velocity u =
√

2gR defined as [70]:

Bo =
4ρLgR

2

σ
(4.4)

Re =
uL

νL
(4.5)

where g is the gravity acceleration, ρL is the density of the surrounding fluid, R is the

initial radius of the bubble, σ is the surface tension and νL is the kinematic viscosity

of the surrounding fluid.

The adopted values for the dimensionless numbers are also the same as those used
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by Grenier et al. [12] Re = 1000 and Bo = 200. Fluid properties, such as density (ρ)

and kinematic viscosity (ν) are found based on the given dimensionless numbers. Since

the Bond number has a high value, the system is relatively unaffected by the effect of

surface tension forces [70].

Following the procedures used by Grenier et al. [12] the two fluids are defined by

the ratios of density ρG/ρL = 0.001 and kinematic viscosity νG/νL = 128 (Table 4.2).

Particles are uniformly distributed on a regular lattice with particle distance ∆x/R =

0.025.

Table 4.2: Properties for water and air used for the rising bubble case.

Phase ρ (kg/m3) ν (m2/s) cs (m/s) γ (-)

Air (G) 1 1.28× 10−4 29.74 1.4
Water (L) 1000 1.00× 10−6 2.10 7

The gas is considered to have a sound speed equal to cG = 198
√
gR and the water

to cL = 14
√
gR. This guarantees that the speed of sound for both phases is larger than

10 times the highest fluid velocity expected, ensuring that the density variation inside

the fluid domain falls within 1% [12].

4.1.3.3 Convergence study

In this subsection, the influence of the initial particle distance ∆x on the prediction of

the velocity field is evaluated.

Figure 4.5 shows the spatial convergence for the rising-bubble case by considering

seven different initial particle distances ranging from ∆x/8 to 4∆x, with ∆x = 0.1 mm.

The dimensionless velocity u∗ = |u|/
√
gR is taken for two different times: t∗

√
g/R =

3.21 and t∗ = 6. For analysis the relative error (δ) using the smallest of the resolutions

(∆x/8) is proposed, which is calculated for both time instants so as to better assess

the convergence of the results, as follows

δ = 100×
∣∣∣∣u∗ − u∗min

u∗

∣∣∣∣ (4.6)

From the results in Figure 4.5 it can be seen that the calculated relative error ranges

from 6.4 to 0% for t
√
g/R = 3.21, and 10.5 to 0% for t

√
g/R = 6. A 0% value for the

relative error is mainly due to a mathematical limitation, namely to the fact that it is

calculated using u∗ = u∗min = ∆x/8.

From these results, it can be concluded that the initial particle distance ∆x = 0.05

mm is the first one for which the relative error does not fluctuate, indicating that the

solution has reached convergence.

For the above reasons, the initial particle distance of ∆x = 0.05 mm is the one

considered for the remaining tests presented in this work.
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Figure 4.5: Results of the convergence study for the rising-bubble case for two different times:
t∗ = 3.21 and t∗ = 6. Dimensionless velocities (u∗) and relative errors (δ) are presented as
function of the initial particle distances.

4.1.3.4 Initial conditions

The initial results (Figure 4.6) show issues that are subsequently presented and anal-

ysed. The highlighted issues are mainly related with the initial conditions of the sim-

ulations which lead to high instabilities and ultimately to poor overall results: (i)

instabilities generated at the boundaries and (ii) pressure wave generated from this

interface of the two phases. The main objective of this subsection is to present a

thorough analysis and suggest solutions to attenuate undesired pressure effects coming

from limitations of the weakly compressible formulation and Lagrangian nature of the

implemented model. This study originated a paper which is being concluded.

Initial pressure field

An analysis of the pressure field is carried out in the rising bubble case at the beginning

of the simulation.

In a fluid at rest the hydrostatic pressure can be determined from Stevin’s law as:

p− p0 = ρgh (4.7)

where h is the height of column of liquid.

Since the bubble corresponds to a different phase and state from the water a dis-
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Figure 4.6: Initial pressure results highlighting undesired effects related with the initial condi-
tions of the simulations: instabilities generated at the boundaries and pressure wave generated
from the interface.

continuity in pressure is expected (Section 4.1.2). The pressure should be higher within

the bubble, according to the Young-Laplace Equation 4.2.

The solution adopted to initialise the problem considers the hydrostatic pressure

in the water at the bubble’s centre and uses the simpler form of the Young-Laplace

equation (Equation 4.2) to calculate the pressure in the bubble for the first time step.

Figure 4.7 shows good agreement for pressure values for the bubble rising case at

t = 0 between the multi-phase SPH model (MP-SPH) and theoretical results based on

equations 4.2 and 4.7.

Pressure instabilities

Figure 4.8a highlights issues related with pressure discontinuity obtained in the air

bubble rising in water case. Since understanding the way pressure is initialised in this

case is a key variable in the present study, issues concerning pressure discontinuity are

here analysed.

Regarding the instabilities generated at the boundaries, the problem is solved by

imposing equal hydrostatic pressure on the boundary particles. Proceeding this way

ensures no discontinuity in density or pressure. Regarding the pressure wave generated

from the interface, the solution is not as trivial. Even though the Laplace equation

predicts a pressure difference at the interface as a result of the surface tension, the

pressure wave generated there is an undesired effect equivalent to the instabilities gen-
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Figure 4.7: Air bubble rising in water: pressure evolution as function of depth for t = 0.
Comparative results between MP-SPH model and theoretical results based on equations 4.7
and 4.2, where “W” corresponds to a vertical line along water and “B” to a vertical line
crossing the bubble. “T” corresponds to the theoretical results and “MP-SPH” to the results
obtained from the multi-phase SPH model.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.8: (a) Results obtained with multi-phase SPH showing evidence of unexpected outcome
related with pressure discontinuity: pressure impulses generated from boundaries and shock
wave at interface; (b) Improved results showing that impulses generated from boundaries are
no longer noticeable and that pressure wave from interface is less severe.
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erated at the boundaries and should therefore be minimized. A better option would be

to develop a solution following the surface tension model to specifically handle this type

of undesired effects at the boundary. Such a task is too complex and comprehensive

to be dealt with as section of the present work, and could instead be considered as

an investigation project per se. To cope with the situation, an artefact working as a

bulk viscosity parameter is introduced at the interface to attenuate undesired pressure

waves working.

Figure 4.8b shows the results considering the above-mentioned solutions. Although

the new results show persisting pressure discontinuity at the interface, this effect is less

severe than the ones initially obtained (Figure 4.8a). The pressure reflections at the

boundaries vanished completely by considering a hydrostatic pressure at the interface.

4.1.3.5 Numerical results

The numerical results obtained with the initialisation procedure presented in the pre-

vious subsection are discussed in this section. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison between

the present SPH simulations and the SPH work by Grenier et al. [12] regarding the

evolution of the bubble’s shape and velocity magnitudes. The bubble displays an in-

verted “U” shape that splits in three main bodies: an axisymmetric bubble cap and

two smaller bubbles on each side of the cap. This shape evolution is further analysed

in Figure 4.11 where the comparison between the present SPH results, the Level-Set

ones by Sussman et al. [69] and the SPH reults by Grenier et al. [12] are shown at nine

different times. Level set methods, introduced by Osher and Sethian [71], are com-

putational techniques devised for tracking moving interfaces; they rely on an implicit

representation of the interface whose equation of motion is numerically approximated

through procedures derived from hyperbolic conservation laws. Good agreement is

found between the three sets of results at all shown time instants.

In order to further validate the SPH-MP code, a simulation is conducted with the

commercial code Fluent 17.1 [72] with same domain dimensions and fluid properties

depicted in the case description. A grid similar to that used by Sussman et al. [69] is

employed with 144 cells at the domain base, 240 cells at the domain height and a mesh

refinement at the bubble initial position location for a total of 39418 cells (Figure 4.9).

Boundary conditions are all no-slip wall except for the top boundary are an outlet

pressure condition of 0 Pa is specified. The volume of fluid method (VOF) coupled

with the level set method is employed to track the interface and the volume fraction

equation is spatially discretised with the geo-reconstruct scheme [72]. The simulation is

run with a fixed time step of 0.001 s and 60 iterations per time step. No turbulent model

is employed (laminar flow simulation) and the case is initialized with zero velocity and

with the same pressure distribution as previously presented in Section 4.1.3.4 for the

SPH simulation.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show a comparison results for two different times (t∗ = 3.21

and t∗ = 6) between the MP-SPH model and Fluent for pressure field and velocity
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Figure 4.9: Initial grid used in the simulation with Fluent showing detail of mesh refinement
at the bubble.

field, respectively. The overall results for velocity field are in good agreement with

the MP-SPH results showing the values’ range in the same magnitude. Pressure field

in water is less satisfactory but still good, with SPH showing slightly higher pressure

values than Fluent. Pressure inside the bubble is instead very different with Fluent

showing a pressure inside the bubble close to the pressure outside the bubble while the

SPH retain a pressure value close to the initialized pressure value. For bubble stability

it is reasonable to have a pressure inside the bubble close to the pressure outside if the

“stable shape regime” is reached and the surface tension is negligible as in this case.

However, despite this discrepancy, bubble shapes are reasonably close between Flu-

ent and SPH. Both are in line with Grace’s shape regimes graphical correlation obtained

from experimental results and shown in Figure 4.12 [73,74].

The Morton number (M or Mo) in Figure 4.12 is defined as

M =
gµ4

L (ρL − ρG)

ρ2
Lσ

3
(4.8)

and has a value of 9.8 × 10−6 for the simulated case. In Equation 4.8 g is the gravity

acceleration, νL is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, ρL is the density of the fluid, ρL

is the density of the gas and σ is the surface tension.

At high values of the Bond number (Bo � 1 implies that gravitational forces dom-

inate over interfacial forces) the motion is dominated by inertia and the bubbles are

spherical-cap or bullet shaped. In this region Re > 150 and Bo > 40 according to Di

Marco et al. [75] the drag coefficient can be express approximately as Cd = 8/3. The

rising velocity can then be calculated as

UT =

√
4ρLgde

3C
=

√
1

2
gde (4.9)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.10: Comparison results on a single air bubble rising in water of interface location and
velocity field at two different times: (a-b) results obtained by Grenier et al. [12], (c-d) results
obtained with MP-SPH. Results for two different times: (c) t∗ = 3.21 and (d) t∗ = 6.
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Figure 4.11: Single air bubble rising in water at 9 different times. The non-filled bubbles
correspond to the SPH (squares) and Level-Set (diamonds) models presented in [12]. The filled
bubble corresponds to the present multi-phase SPH model.
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Figure 4.12: Shape regimes for bubbles and drops in unhindered gravitational motion through
liquids [70]. Red circle highlighting regime of bubble in study.

with

de =
3

√
gVB

π
(4.10)

where VB is the volume of the spherical cap bubble. According to Equation 4.9 and

for the dimensions of the bubble spherical cap as obtained from Fluent, few seconds

before the bubble exit the domain, the resing velocity is approximately UT = 0.15

m/s. The velocity at the centre of the bubble obtained with Fluent before the bubble

exits the upper domain boundary is 0.147 m/s. To carry out a better analysis of the

rising velocity would be necessary to extend the upper domain boundary and track the

velocity for a longer period. The agreement between the values of terminal obtained

so far is however quite encouraging.

In the results obtained with Fluent, it is interesting to notice that small rings appear

later in the simulation. These are small air bubbles detached from the main bubble.

From a physical point of view it seems reasonable to accept this effect since the surface

tension in this case is neglected. This is also visible, on a smaller scale, in the results

by Sussman et al. [69] and Klostermann et al. [76] but not in the results by Grenier et

al. [12] or in the ones obtained with the implemented MP-SPH model. The cohesion

effects and the possibility of a numerical surface tension in the implemented MP-SPH

model may not be sufficient to capture some satelliting effects.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.13: Pressure field on a single air bubble rising: (a,c) Fluent results and (b,d) present
multi-phase SPH model. Results for two different times: (a-b) t∗ = 3.21 and (c-d) t∗ = 6.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.14: Velocity field on a single air bubble rising: (a-c) Fluent results and (b-d) present
multi-phase SPH model. Results for: (a-b) t∗ = 3.21 and (c-d) t∗ = 6.
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4.1.4 Non-Boussinesq lock-exchange

4.1.4.1 Introduction

The lock-exchange flow is the final test-case considered for the validation of the SPH

multi-phase model.

Lock flows belong to the category of large-scale, gravity-driven currents, in which

surface tension can be neglected. Gravity driven flows are induced by density variations

caused by a difference in temperature, such as atmospheric fronts, or by the presence

of a dispersed solid phase or a heavier dense gas. These are minor flow configurations,

which may, however, result in very complex flows characterized by physical processes

such as the emergence of Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instabilities, the formation of lobes and

clefts at the front [66].

The so-called lock-exchange experiment is simple in concept. A vertical barrier is

inserted in a closed horizontal channel. On one side of the barrier the channel is filled

with one fluid and on the other side with another fluid of different density. The barrier

is then removed, setting a flow in motion. Despite the simplicity of this experiment, it

results in a wide variety of flow phenomena, some of which still defy definitive theoretical

explanation, that serve as prototypes for a variety of geophysical and industrial flows. In

simplest terms, the removal of the barrier results in a gravity current of the lighter fluid

propagating at constant speed along the upper surface of the channel into the heavy

fluid and in the opposite direction a gravity current of the heavier fluid propagating also

at constant speed along the bottom of the channel. The non-Boussinesq case concerns

the lock-exchanges with large density differences (0 < r < 1, with r being the density

ratio of lighter to heavier fluid) [77].

Laboratory experiments and numerical simulations have been performed for this

type of flows covering a range of fluids with different densities. The most recent ones

and the ones used in this work are the experimental study of the non-Boussinesq lock-

exchange problem by Lowe et al. [77] and the numerical approach of the same problem

using SPH by Chen et al. [78].

Lowe et al. [77] presented results of an experimental and theoretical study on the

non-Boussinesq lock-exchange problem. The experiments are performed in a rectangu-

lar channel using combinations of fluids with different density ratios (light over heavy

density). Chen et al. [78] presented an improved SPH model for multi-phase flows with

complex interfaces and large density differences. The multi-phase model differs from

the one presented in this work since it assumes pressure continuity over the interfaces

and avoids directly using information of neighbouring particles’ densities or masses in

solving governing equations. Chen et al. [78] applied a density re-initialization cor-

rection to improve computational accuracy and to obtain smooth pressure fields. The

authors presented the non-Boussinesq problem and compared their results with exper-

imental data presented by Lowe et al. [77]. The present SPH model is proven capable

of modelling complex multi-phase flows with large interfacial deformations and density
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ratios.

From a practical perspective, the relevant quantities in these flows are (i) the front

propagation velocity, Uf , and (ii) the run-out length, xf . Both quantities depend pri-

marily on the density ratio between the involved phases, r = ρ1/ρ2. The dimensions

of the channel as well as the effect of the wall boundary conditions may also play an

important role in the flows.

4.1.4.2 Case description

A schematic of the non-Boussinesq lock-exchange problem is presented in Figure 4.15.

The dimensions of the rectangular channel are 182×20 cm2. The left half of the channel

is filled with dense fluid (ρ1 = 1466 kg/m3) and the right half with light fluid ρ2 = 1000

kg/m3), with ρ1 > ρ2. The density ratio is approximately r = 0.68. The two fluids

are assumed to have the same kinematic viscosity of ν = 10−6 m2/s. Particles are

uniformly distributed on a regular lattice with an initial particle distance of 0.0025 m.

The total number of particles used in this simulation is N = 60673 (with Nbound = 1624,

Nfluid1 = 29565 and Nfluid2 = 29484).

Figure 4.15: Schematic of the initial set up of the non-Boussinesq lock-exchange problem,
showing two fluids of densities ρ1 and ρ2, each having a depth H.

4.1.4.3 Results and discussion

Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show the results concerning the non-Boussinesq lock-exchange

problem for the horizontal positions of the dense and the light fronts. The results

are compared with experimental data presented by Lowe et al. [77] and SPH results

presented by Chen et al. [78].

Figure 4.16 shows comparative snapshots of phase distribution at dimensionless

times t∗ = 0, t∗ = 1.3 and t∗ = 3.3 (with t∗ = t
√
g(1− r)/H) regarding the results

presented by Lowe et al. [77] and the ones obtained with the present MP-SPH model.

The sequence of snapshots shows that the depths of the front currents are close to the

half depth of the fluid, with the heavy current front slightly below this depth (∼ 8 mm).

This is also reported by Lowe et al. [77], with good agreement for the results obtained.

The results in Figure 4.16 also highlight in red the front of both currents obtained

with the MP-SPH model for the referred time instants, following the results by Lowe

et al. [77]. It can be seen that the heavy current is travelling approximately at the

same speed as the one in [77], whereas the light current is travelling faster. Evidence of

turbulence and mixing (clearer at t∗ > 3.3 in the left handside of Figure 4.16), induced
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by imperfect gate removal and very rapid motion of the currents, is reported in [77]

and can be considered a consequence of the light current travelling faster.

Results in Figure 4.16 also indicate that the phases’ interfaces are smooth (phases

do not overrun one another), showing the effectiveness of the implemented MP-SPH

model in obtaining stable fluid interfaces.

Figure 4.16: Comparison between the results presented by Lowe et al. [77] and those obtained
with the present MP-SPH model for three different times: t∗ = 0.0, t∗ = 1.3 and t∗ = 3.3 (with

t∗ = t
√
g(1− r)/H). The fronts of the flows obtained with the present MP-SPH model are

highlighted in red.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the horizontal position of both heavy and light fluid

fronts regarding the position of the lock gate, as a function of dimensionless time (t∗).

In Figures 4.17 and 4.18 the distance is plotted in units of the fluid’s depth ( xH ),

and time is non-dimensionalized by t∗ = t
√
g(1− r)/H, where r = 0.68. The front

locations are determined by considering the furthest fluid position in relation to the

initial reference position (lock gate).

From the results in Figure 4.17 it can be seen that the speed of the light current is

constant and that the heavier current travels significantly faster than the light current.

This is also observed in Figure 4.18 for the referenced results [77,78].

In Figure 4.18, the horizontal positions of the dense and the light fronts are presented

and compared with experimental data [77]. It is observed that the tendencies of both
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front positions are in good agreement with the experiment. Larger disagreement is

however observed in the curve of the light front (Figure 4.18). This can be related with

the issues experienced by Lowe et al. [77] regarding mixing induced by imperfect gate

removal and very rapid motion of the currents, as mentioned previously.

Figure 4.17: Horizontal position relative to the position of the lock gate of the heavy fluid front
(squares) and light front (triangles) as a function of dimensionless time (t∗).

4.2 SPH sediment transport model

4.2.1 Introduction

Despite the growing interest in sand transport in oil and gas, physical and dynamical

properties of the sand particles have, so far, been poorly investigated. This concerns, in

particular, the particles’ terminal settling velocity through a large volume of quiescent

liquid. The terminal velocity depends on the properties of the liquids (ρf and ν), on

the particles diameter (ds) and density (ρs) and, to a lesser extent, on its shape [79].

Being a valuable parameter for numerical simulation of the settling of solids in liquids,

the settling velocity is the key goal for the validation of the proposed SPH model in

handling sediment transport in the context of the oil and gas industry.

The considered SPH based model for transport of sediment particles in water en-

ables to represent the motion of a continuum by simulating the advection of a large

number of particles, managing with ease complex deformable boundaries. This entirely

particle-based model considers particles as interpolation centres of other smooth fields,

“carrying” quantities at “sub-particle” level.

The validation of this proposed model considers a reduced complexity by contem-

plating a 2D SPH sediment transport governed by a transport equation. The work by
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Horizontal position relative to the position of the lock gate of the heavy fluid front
(squares) and light front (triangles) as a function of dimensionless time (t∗ = t

√
g(1− r)/H):

(a) Experimental data (Lowe et al. [77]) versus the implemented MP-SPH model (b) SPH
results (Chen et al. [78]) versus the implemented MP-SPH model.
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Shi et al. [80] is chosen for this purpose, since these authors developed a SPH model

based on a general formulation for solid-fluid two-phase flows for suspended sediment

motion in free surface flows. The authors applied the two-phase SPH model to a sudden

dumping of sediment from a line source into a water tank. A comprehensive study of

the pressure field, the flow vortices and the motion of the free water surface is made.

Comparison with the experimental data of Nakasuji et al. [81] is also done. The pro-

posed two-phase SPH model is proven to be effective for numerical simulation of sand

dumping into waters and is therefore considered relevant for validation of the proposed

SPH model for sediment transport as demonstrated in the following section.

This validation study reproduces the case of sand dumping found in Shi et al. [80],

attempting to investigate the influence of sediment dimensions and initial velocity of

a settling cloud of sand by analysing end conditions of the settling stage in terms of

settling velocity and cloud growth. The study will compare the results presented by

Shi et al. [80] and by Nakasuji et al. [81] .

4.2.2 Sand dumping

4.2.2.1 Introduction

The sand dumping case was developed into a paper which is being concluded.

The proposed validation case intends to study the settling process subsequent to

the release of a cloud of dense particles (sand) into a fluid medium. Many experimental

and numerical studies have been undertaken to study this process, essential for many

industries [80–82], but a full understanding has not yet been achieved.

Most of the two-phase models used over the past few decades to simulate water flows

are mesh-based Eulerian schemes, proven inadequate to chart the complex changes of

free water surface [83]. Considering this shortcoming, the present work extends SPH

to study two-phase flows in order to accurately represent sediment transport in free

surface flows and undertakes a comprehensive verification of the computational results.

SPH has also been used to study solid-fluid two-phase flows, namely the motion

of dusty gas [84, 85], the fluidization of granular materials [86] and the flow in porous

media [87]. In these cases, each phase is represented by a different set of SPH particles,

which overlap and interact according to the interphase forces. When regarding the

multi-phase system as a mixture, it is sufficient to consider a single set of SPH particles,

carrying mass and density of the mixture and volume fractions of each component. In

the referred solid–fluid two-phase SPH models, the particle phase and the fluid phase

are merely correlated through the interphase drag or resistance, which is then assumed

to be an explicit function of the relative velocity between phases.

A SPH-DEM (discrete element method) scheme has also been applied to solid-liquid

two-phase flows with the continuous phase being described by SPH and the particle

phase by DEM [88]. Although considered a promising method for solid-liquid flows [89],

its relevance has diminished due to ambiguity in conveying solid-liquid interactions and
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particle collisions as well as to huge computational requirements.

Shi et al. [80] designed a SPH model established on a general formulation for solid-

fluid two-phase (treated as two miscible fluids) flows, introducing large eddy simulation

(LES) and a sub-particle scale model to incorporate the turbulence effect. This multi-

fluid system is discretised by a single set of SPH particles and the numerical model

is validated by comparing the numerical results with analytical solutions [80]. These

solutions considered virtual cases of still water containing both neutrally buoyant and

naturally settling sand with a known distribution as the initial condition, as well as

plane Poiseuille flows carrying neutrally buoyant particles. The model is then applied

to sand dumping into a water tank. The experimental data in [81] is used to validate

the numerical model.

The SPH advection scheme is based on the work of Kristof et al. [4] and takes into

account the above in the modelling approaches and assumptions. It should be noted

that this scheme has not been fully explored in a similar context yet and that the

corresponding numerical endeavour is challenging, as shown in subsequent sections.

No special attention is payed to turbulence effects, and all simulations make use

of DualSPHysics’ LES-type Sub-Particle Scale (SPS) turbulence model [13], which is

believed to be adequate to capture most of the vortexes at the present scale even when

considering high Reynolds numbers (Equation 2.24). Large-eddy simulation (LES) is a

numerical approach conceived to model turbulence effect. LES’s basic idea regarding

mesh-based schemes is that the grid solves large scales of motion, while scales smaller

than the grid are modelled by a Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) turbulence model. Therefore,

larger scales are solved explicitly while SGS motions are modelled, which is explained

by the fact that the main energy-containing scales are dependent on the flow, while

smaller dissipative scales are more straightforward to describe regarding energy dissipa-

tion. This circumstance avoids computationally expensive Direct Numerical Simulation

(DNS) calculations. Correlations between SPH and LES are clear and have been re-

ferred by several researchers [90,91].

4.2.2.2 Case description

The proposed advection SPH model follows the work of Shi et al. [80] in that it is

applied to the sudden dumping of sediment into a water tank (Figure 4.19), where L

is the width of the tank, large enough to neglect constraints on the evolution of sand

cloud and correctly simulate dumping of sand in open waters, H is the water depth,

W is the width of the sand cloud, H0 is the distance between the initial position of the

cloud front and the free surface, and Z is the settling distance measured according to

the evolution of the cloud front position.

The two cases reproduced in the present study, selected from the six considered by

Shi et al. [80], account for different sediment dimensions and initial sand cloud velocity

and are considered sufficient as comparison data for the validation study.

Figure 4.19a presents the test-case’s initial configuration, which replicates the ex-
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periments’ features of Shi et al. [80] summarized in Table 4.3, in which H0 is the initial

height of the sand cloud, W0 is the initial width of the sand cloud and ωs is the settling

velocity of an individual sediment particle in an infinite fluid. The initial density of the

cloud is defined as ρ0 = ρf (1 − αs0) + ρsαs0 and is equal to ρ0 = 2000 kg/m3, where

αs0 is the initial sediment volume fraction. The density of the sand is ρs = 2650 kg/m3

and the density of water is ρf = 1000 kg/m3 [80].

In all simulations, the computational domain is discretised into a set of SPH particles

with an initial size of 0.005 m (Figure 4.19b). A total number of 43000 SPH particles

is used in each simulation.

Table 4.3: Initial configuration of the sand dumping case following the configuration proposed
by Shi et al. [80] and Nakasuji et al. [81].

Cases H0 (m) W0 (m) ds (m) ωs (m/s)

1 0.025 0.020 0.008 0.1260
3 0.025 0.020 0.050 0.4952

(a) (b)

Figure 4.19: Sand dumping into a water tank: (a) schematic of the initial configuration, and
(b) DualSPHysics initial configuration.

4.2.2.3 Results and discussion

Results in Figure 4.20 show the computed front velocity ωc. These values are com-

pared with the experimental data in [81] and numerical results in [80], where u0 =

g
√

(ρ0 − ρf )
√
q0/ρf , ρ0 is the initial density of the cloud, ρf is the density of water, L0

is the characteristic width of the sand cloud defined as L0 =
√
q0 and q0 is the initial

area of the cloud q0 = H0W0. The results correspond to a total time of 6 s for Case 1

and 2 s for Case 3.

The numerical results for front velocity ωc are in good agreement with the experi-

mental data in [81] and numerical results in [80]. It can be seen from Figure 4.20 that,
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immediately after the initial release, the sand cloud accelerates and then decelerates

with its front velocity gradually approaching a constant value of the settling velocity

ωs . This behaviour is well captured in both experimental and numerical work and it

is also well achieved by the presented advection model.

The evolution of the front position and the growth of the sand cloud’s width in

Case 1 are shown in Figure 4.21 , where the characteristic length Z0 is defined as

Z0 = (B/ρf )/ω2
s with B = (ρ0 − ρf )gq0 and the characteristic time is defined as

t0 = Z0/ωs. Mostly, the numerical results agree fairly well, however, the numerical

results regarding the evolution of the sand cloud’s width (Figures 4.22) show lesser

agreement with the referred works.

Shi et al. [80] assume the width of the sand cloud comprising the sediment volume

fraction at its edge to be 5% of the maximum value in the entire domain. Regarding the

sand’s width, instabilities in the numerical results are attributed to the change of the

maximum sediment volume fraction in the sand cloud, as the cloud’s edge is defined at

the position where sediment concentration is equal to 5% of its maximum value within

the domain at that instant. Since this element is not considered in the simulation, a

quantitative comparison is difficult to achieve.

It is important to point out that the computed results at the early settling stages

in Case 3 are in better agreement with the measured data than in Case 1. This is

probably because the numerical model is not accurate enough to describe the turbulent

interaction between the two phases, which is relatively significant at the early settling

stage of the fine sediment cloud.

The numerical results are also compared with the empirical data of Noh and Fer-

nando [92] and Bühler and Papantoniou [82], similarly to what is presented by Shi et

al. [80]. The evolution of the sand cloud’s front position and the growth of its width

in Case 1 are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, where the characteristic length Z0 is

defined as Z0 = B/(ρfωs), with B = (ρ0 − ρf )gq0 and the characteristic time defined

as t0 = Z0/ωs, and δ is the relative error (Equation 4.3).

Results in Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the computed sediment concentrations of the

SPH particles in Cases 1 and 3, respectively, at different instants following the release

of the sediments.

For Case 1 with ds = 0.8 mm, and considering the same time instant as in [80], the

settling distance and sediment concentration are in good agreement with [80]. However,

the results only show one peak in sediment concentration, unlike in [80] where two peaks

are shown in the distribution of sediment concentration. Case 3, with ds = 5.0 mm, is

in better agreement with the relevant results of Shi et al. [80] for settling distance and

sediment concentration, showing only one peak of sediment concentration, located at

the centre of the sand cloud. The observed difference is clearly related to the intensity

of the vortices induced by the settling of sediments and is a direct effect of the motion

they generate on the sand cloud, as described subsequently. As previously discussed,

the difference regarding the peak of sediment concentration may occur because the
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cloud’s edge is defined where sediment concentration is equal to 5% of its maximum

value within the domain at that instant.

The computed pressure fields of the SPH particles at t = 1 s in Cases 1 and 3

are shown in Figure 4.25, with no significant difference noticeable in the two results.

The pressure fields are continuous in both within the entire domain and are in good

agreement with the hydrostatic law as expected.

Figure 4.20: AD-SPH numerical results for the front velocity in Cases 1 and 3. Comparison
with the experimental data of Nakasuji et al. [81] and the numerical results of Shi et al. [80].

4.3 Conclusions

The presented validation study for both multi-phase and advection models considers

different test-cases that cover a range of challenges regarding the modelling of two-

phase flows. These flows are mostly related to complex interfaces, namely, high density

ratio and subsequent discontinuity issues across the interface; and to the modelling of

sediment transport, namely, particles’ settling velocity and transport distance. The im-

plementation of all selected cases is based on DualSPHysics using the models described

in Chapter 2.

The challenges mentioned are representative of different engineering fields and ap-

plications, increasingly handled by the SPH approach. SPH has only started to be

considered for real-life multi-phase applications and much work remains to be done

to develop specific formulations and assess their validity for key physical or industrial
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Figure 4.21: AD-SPH numerical results for the evolution of cloud front position for Case 1.
Comparison with the numerical results of Shi et al. [80].

Figure 4.22: AD-SPH numerical results for the growth of cloud width for Case 1. Comparison
with the numerical results of Shi et al. [80].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.23: Computed sediment concentrations of the SPH particles for (a,b) Case 1 at t = 1 s
and (c,d) t = 6 s. Comparative results between (a,c) AD-SPH numerical model and (b,d) Shi
et al. [80].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.24: Computed sediment concentrations of the SPH particles for (a,b) Case 3 at t = 1 s
and (c,d) t = 6 s. Comparative results between (a,c) AD-SPH numerical model and (b,d) Shi
et al. [80].

(a) (b)

Figure 4.25: Pressure field obtained with the MP-SPH at t = 1 s for: (a) Case 1 and (b) Case 3.
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problems. The test-cases are selected as simplified systems for real application of parti-

cle transport problems in well systems. They are, naturally, subject to reviews, but the

results seem promising and open doors for future development. This shall be further

discussed in the last Chapter 6.

The first test-case regards theoretical surface tension. The presented results show

that the implemented MP-SPH model predicts very accurately the pressure jump. How-

ever, close to the interface it is possible to detect some small issues whose complexity

requires a substantive investigation of the specific models.

Another test presents a relevant analysis of the pressure results for an air bubble

rising in water. In the reviewed literature, no extensive study is found on the initial

conditions and on the pressure field for the rising bubble case with weakly compressible

SPH. The initial pressure profile obtained with the implemented MP-SPH model is

in good agreement with theory. Undesired pressure effects are highlighted, such as

pressure impulses from boundaries and pressure wave from interface. It is determined

that these effects are caused by density and pressure differences between boundary

and different fluid phases. Regarding the pressure pulse from the boundaries, the

problem is solved by imposing equal hydrostatic pressure on the boundary particles.

This procedure ensures no discontinuity in density or pressure. Regarding the pressure

wave, a higher bulk viscosity is introduced at the interface. The final results show good

agreement with the results obtained by Grenier et al. [12] and Sussman et al. [69] and

Fluent [72] for both interface location and velocity profile. Future simulations can be

performed to investigate the potential of SPH to reproduce the experimental shape

regime maps developed by Grace’s [74]. Moreover the upper domain boundary could

be extended to track the bubble velocity over a longer time and compare the terminal

velocity value with semi-empirical correlations found in literature.

The non-Boussinesq lock-exchange problem is studied and compared with experi-

mental [77] an numerical results [78]. The simulation is in good agreement with exper-

imental data and interfaces between different fluids are well captured at all times. It

should be noted that multi-phase flows are important flow phenomena which challenge

numerical simulations due to the presence of moving fluid interfaces and large material

inhomogeneity.

The developed advection SPH model is applied to sand dumping from a line source

into a water tank, in which the sand cloud settles with a response from the free water

surface. The numerical results are shown to be in good agreement with the experimental

data as well as with the empirical formulas. The characteristics of the settling sand

cloud and the pressure field are studied ant the proposed two-phase SPH model is

proven to be effective for numerical simulation of sand dumping into water.
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Chapter 5

Applications

This chapter explores a number of applications consistent with the objectives of the

present thesis, namely (i) wet water-oil dam break, (ii) settling of sand in still water and

(iii) dam break with presence of sand sediments. The analysis highlights the influence

of different parameters in the corresponding cases and the emergent results should

enhance the perception of the implemented model.

Considering the scope of the present thesis, these applications are chosen since they

can explore the variables of the implemented code within a similar context.

5.1 Wet water-oil dam break

Dam breaking is a standard case for establishing the consistency of many SPH proce-

dures in hydrodynamic simulations. The constant and sudden changes in free-surface

flows and substantial density differences are a huge challenge for numerical simula-

tions [43, 93–95], particularly regarding multi-phase flows occurring in this context.

The case consists in placing a certain volume of water, flowing due to gravity alone,

inside a vessel. Without being influenced by any other external forces, the flow is inter-

sected downstream by a vertical barrier and, as a consequence, both water and oil are

forced in the opposite direction (Figure 5.1). Despite the simplicity of this setup, its

underlying principles relate to a number of hydrodynamic problems, notably the impact

force of the waves on the structure, the water pressure and the effect of interaction of

phases.

The case considered in this application falls into the wet dam break category. De-

spite similarities with the standard dam break case, it comprises a major difference,

namely a continuous shallow layer of oil in the vessel. This represents an example of

a more complex flow with mixing not only between two phases but also between two

bodies of fluids of different properties. Dam break cases have mostly explored water-air

or water-water systems and no oil-water system has yet been considered for this specific

application.

Figure 5.1 shows a general schematic of the configuration considered in the applica-
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tion study. The heavier phase (water), with a reference density of ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and

dynamic viscosity of µ = 1×10−3 kg/(ms), occupies an area L1×H1 on the bottom left

corner of the container, while the less dense fluid (oil) occupied an area L2×H2 on the

bottom right corner of the container. The density and viscosity of the less dense phase

are obtained by considering the density and viscosity ratios correspondent to each case.

Table 5.1 lists properties and parameters of all configurations considered. The study

comprised a total of sixteen different configurations, organized in groups of four accord-

ing to the height of the water columns (H1), with increments of 0.5 m. Within each

group, configurations are organised by ascending density (ρX/ρY ) ratio and viscosity

(µX/µY ) ratio from indexes “a” to “d”. In all simulations, the initial particle spacing

is ∆x = 0.0025 m, resulting in a total of N = 210849 particles for the largest configu-

ration (H1 = 2.0 m), including Nbound = 9648 and Noil = 80400 and Nwater = 120801.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the wet water-oil dam break case.

The results are organised to facilitate comparison between the effect of the water

column’s height (Figure 5.2) and of the density and viscosity ratios (Figure 5.3). Both

figures show the horizontal position relative to the initial position of the front of the

heavy fluid (x∗ = (xf − x0) /x0 where xf refers to the current position of the front of the

fluid and x0 to the initial position) as a function of dimensionless time (t∗ = t
√
g/H1).

This translates the speed at which the heavier fluid travels within lighter fluid.

Figure 5.3 shows an additional function of the theoretical fluid’s velocity 2
√
gH1,

added for reference proposes. This represents an idealised dam break in a wide hori-

zontal channel following Ritter’s solution [96]. Ritter first investigated the dam break

problem analytically and their results have widely been used as reference. Based on

shallow water theory [96], Ritter derived the velocity of the positive wave front vf as
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Table 5.1: Wet water-oil dam break case: properties and parameters.

Case L1 (m) L2 (m) H1 (m) H2 (m) ρX/ρY (-) µX/µY (-)

C1a

0.5 1.5 0.5 0.5

1.10 1.04
C1b 1.25 1.13
C1c 1.50 1.23
C1d 2.00 1.41

C2a

0.5 1.5 1.0 0.5

1.10 1.04
C2b 1.25 1.13
C2c 1.50 1.23
C2d 2.00 1.41

C3a

0.5 1.5 1.5 0.5

1.10 1.04
C3b 1.25 1.13
C3c 1.50 1.23
C3d 2.00 1.41

C4a

0.5 1.5 2.0 0.5

1.10 1.04
C4b 1.25 1.13
C4c 1.50 1.23
C4d 2.00 1.41

being twice the wave’s celerity c0 [96]:

vF = 2c0 = 2
√
gH0 (5.1)

To validate the model against the theoretical fluid’s velocity 2
√
gH, two sets of four

simulations are performed for the four different heights of the heavier fluid considering

an extreme case of a dry dam break. The simulations did not contemplate a layer of

lighter fluid; instead, one of the sets considered an air phase around the heavier fluid

and the second set did not consider a second phase. This is schematically presented in

Figure 5.4. The density ratio for the first set of simulations (with air) is ρX/ρY = 1000

and the µX/µY = 100, with phase “Y” being air in this study. In all simulations

using air as second phase the initial particle spacing is ∆x = 0.0025 m, resulting in

a total of N = 651249 particles for the largest configuration (H1 = 2.0 m), including

Nbound = 9648 and Nwater = 161001 and Nair = 480600. In the second phase (no second

phase included) the number of particles is the same as in the first minus the particles

correspondent to the air phase, resulting in a total of N = 170649.

Figure 5.5 presents a comparison between Ritter’s solution and the implemented

multi-phase SPH model for propagation of the water front flow in an air phase and in a

non-air context with different water heights (H1), namely 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 m. The

results present the horizontal position relative to the initial position of the heavy front

(x∗) as a function of dimensionless time (t∗). The results related to the implemented

multi-phase SPH model show a linear propagation of the flow’s front for all cases, in-

creasing as the water column rises, similarly to Ritter’s solution [96]. These results

however also show a slower propagation of the water flow’s front, especially the ones

comprising the air phase. The air phase results are approximately 40% slower than Rit-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Propagation of the water-oil interface (x∗ = (xf − x0)/x0) for water heights (H1)

of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 m. Results as a function of dimensionless time (t∗ = t
√
g/H1). (a)

ρX/ρY = 1.00, µX/µY = 1.04, (b) ρX/ρY = 1.25, µX/µY = 1.13, (c) ρX/ρY = 1.50, µX/µY =
1.23 and (d) ρX/ρY = 2.00, µX/µY = 1.41.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Propagation of the water-oil interface (x∗ = (xf−x0)/x0) for density ratios (ρX/ρY )
of 1.10, 1.25, 1.50 and 2.0, and dynamic viscosity ratio (µX/µY ) of 1.04, 1.13, 1.23 and 1.41.

Results as a function of dimensionless time (t∗ = t
√
g/H1). (a) H1 = 0.5 m, (b) H1 = 1.0 m,

(c) H1 = 1.5 m and (d) H1 = 2.0 m.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the dry dam break case.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.5: Propagation of the water-air interface (x∗ = (xf − x0)/x0) with different water
height (H1): (a) 0.5 m, (b) 1.0 m, (c) 1.5 m and (d) 2.0 m, as a function of dimensionless

time (t∗ = t
√
g/H1). Comparison between Ritter’s solutions and results obtained with the

implemented multi-phase SPH model.
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ter’s, while the dry results are approximately 10% slower. The slower results obtained

with the air phase can be explained by the resistance it exerts on the propagation of

the dam break. The fact that Ritter’s solution is a simplified analytical model and that

the two results obtained with the implemented multi-phase model are numerical can

explain that the latter are both slower.

Figure 5.2a shows that the front of the heavier fluid didn’t reach the vertical wall

during the simulation (this is also clear in Figure 5.6a). It is also observed that the

motion induced by the heavier fluid onto the lighter one generated counter-currents

forcing the flow to change direction and intensifying the mixing of the two fluids. This

effect is highlighted in Figure 5.2a for t∗ = 2.2 and t∗ = 3.8 indicating a change in the

heavier fluid’s motion direction.

As the heavier fluid’s column got higher and density and viscosity ratios increased,

the speed of the front of the heavier flow also increased leading to its impact against

the vertical wall. The coordinates of the maximum position of the flow’s front are only

drawn up to contact with the vertical wall, as seen in Figures 5.2b to d. Following this

instant no further data is collected, since the intense mixing between the two fluids

made it difficult to determine with precision the fluid’s front location.

It is observed that, due to the presence of the lighter fluid, the heavier fluid’s front

became rounded and its velocity decreased in time (Figure 5.6). As the density ratio

increased the heavier fluid’s front moved faster and its shape became rounder. This

can be attributed to more intense shear effects. The front velocities are 54% and 80%

of 2
√
gH, respectively for the lower and higher density ratios.

Figures 5.2c and 5.2d show an interesting aspect regarding cases C3c, C3d, C4c and

C4d, namely that when close to reaching the vertical wall the heavier flow’s front slows

down considerably. This is due to the fact that a layer of the lighter fluid is trapped

between the heavier one and the wall (this is clear in Figures 5.6c and 5.6d). The

cases in which this is observed correspond to the higher density and viscosity ratios,

indicating that density and viscosity influence the outflow of the lighter fluid when

compressed against a wall.

Overall, a first conclusion to be drawn from this study is that the dynamics of a dam

break are affected by the volume of the heavier fluid column. The larger the amount of

the heavier fluid, the greater the motions of the free surface leading to a violent sloshing

flow where the different fluids are partially mixed (Figure 5.6). Secondly, it is possible

to conclude that the dynamics are also affected by the fluid’s properties. A more intense

shear effect coming from higher dynamic viscosity ratio leads to a faster front of the

heavier fluid, the front velocities being about 50% and 80% of
√
gH, respectively for

the lower and higher density ratios. This effect is also reported by Grenier et al. [12],

who presented a new SPH model for simulating interface and free surface flows. This

model allows an accurate treatment of the discontinuity of quantities at the interface

(such as the density) and the modelling of flows where both interfaces and a free surface

are present. The study on lock-release gravity currents concerns multi-fluids and a free
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surface involving gravity currents resulting from the instantaneous release of a dense

fluid (initially at rest behind a lock gate) into a less dense fluid. Grenier et al. [12]

also report by increasing the density ratio the heavier fluid front becomes faster, as

expected, and its shape rounder due to more intense shear effects.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5.6: Simulation snapshots for cases “a” (ρX/ρY = 1.10 and µX/µY = 1.04) at five
different times (0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2 s) showing evolution of the wet water-oil dam break: (a)
case C1a (H1 = 0.5 m), (b) case C2a (H1 = 1.0 m), (c) c3a (H1 = 1.5 m) and (d) case C4a
(H1 = 2.0 m).

5.2 Sand settling in a water column

Expanding the case presented in the advection model validation study (see Section 4.2),

a case of sand settling in a column of water is described. Figure 5.7 shows a general

schematic of the configurations considered in the application study. These configura-

tions comprised the same initial geometry as the ones presented in Section 4.2 but the

sand sediments had different density (ρs), particle diameter (ds) and initial concentra-

tion (Ci) from the ones presented in Section 4.2. Three different values are considered

for each property, totalling 27 different models configurations. The settling velocity of

the sand sediments within the column of water is analysed and the influence exerted
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by the three different sediment properties is investigated.

Figure 5.7: Schematic of the sand settling case.

In all configurations, the column of water with a reference density of ρ0 = 1000

kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of µ = 1×10−3 kg/(ms) occupies the same area (L×H).

The sand sediments, initially centred in the column of water H0 just below the water

surface, occupied an initial area of h0 = 0.02 × 0.02 m2. In all simulations the initial

particle spacing is ∆x = 0.005 m. The number of fluid particles is Nwater = 40371

and the number of sand sediment particles was Nsand = 30. The number of boundary

particles was Nbound = 1899, totalling N = 42300 particles in this simulation The cases’

reference name was defined using a combination of three letters “R” for density, “D”

for sediment particle diameter, “C” for initial concentration) and three numbers, from

1 to 3, equivalent to increasing property value. Table 5.2 lists the material properties

and model parameters of all configurations. The event duration is defined so as to

guarantee the settling of all the sediments at the bottom of the cavity.

Figures 5.8 to 5.25 present the effect of sediment’s density (ρs), diameter (ds) and

initial concentration (Ci) in this study. Figures 5.8 to 5.13 present the effect of density

R1 − R3 and particle diameter D1 − D3 on concentration C1. Figures 5.14 to 5.19

present presents the effect of density R1 − R3 and particle diameter D1 − D3 on

concentration C2. Figures 5.20 to 5.25 present the effect of density R1−R3 and particle

diameter D1 − D3 on concentration C3. Subfigures a present the vertical position

of the sediment cloud’s front with respect to the initial position (z∗ = zf/z0) as a

function of dimensionless time t∗ (where zf is the cloud’s final position z0 is the cloud’s

initial position). Subfigures b present the evolution of the sediment cloud’s width with

respect to the initial cloud width (w∗ = wf/w0) as a function of dimensionless time

t∗ (where wf is the cloud’s final width, w0 is the cloud’s initial width). Subfigures c
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Table 5.2: Sand natural settling: material properties and model parameters.

Case ρs (kg/m3) ds (mm) Ci (-)

R1D1C1
2385

0.40
0.46R1D2C1 0.65

R1D3C1 2.50
R2D1C1

2650
0.40

0.46R2D2C1 0.65
R2D3C1 2.50
R3D1C1

2915
0.40

0.46R3D2C1 0.65
R3D3C1 2.50
R1D1C2

2385
0.40

0.61R1D2C2 0.65
R1D3C2 2.50
R2D1C2

2650
0.40

0.61R2D2C2 0.65
R2D3C2 2.50
R3D1C2

2915
0.40

0.61R3D2C2 0.65
R3D3C2 2.50
R1D1C3

2385
0.40

0.76R1D2C3 0.65
R1D3C3 2.50
R2D1C3

2650
0.40

0.76R2D2C3 0.65
R2D3C3 2.50
R3D1C3

2915
0.40

0.76R3D2C3 0.65
R3D3C3 2.50
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show the evolution of the concentration value with position of the particle with the

highest concentration value (this is chosen for reference purposes only). The data for

these figures is determined upon sediment contact with the bottom of the cavity, which

varied from case to case depending on material properties. Lower sediment contact

times of t∗ = 0.1 correspond to lower sediment density (ρs) and diameter (ds), while

higher sediment contact times of t∗ = 6.2 correspond to higher sediment density (ρs)

and diameter (ds).

Before analysing the effect of each parameter in detail, a general analysis of the

results can be summarised into three different phases (see subfigures c in Figures 5.8

to 5.25 and 5.26):

1. An initial phase where particles fall vertically at a constant settling velocity and

where sediments’ concentration decreases as the sediment cloud widens.

2. An intermediate phase where particles get closer to the bottom of the cavity and

still travel at a constant settling velocity, but where the sediment cloud’s width

stops its initial linear growth and starts to decrease as some sediment particles

start to deposit at the bottom of the cavity.

3. A final phase where most sediment particles are deposited at the bottom of the

cavity and sediment concentration reaches its maximum as particles accumulate

at the bottom of the cavity.

Regarding the effect of the sediment’s density, it can be concluded that higher den-

sity value leads to higher settling velocity, as can be seen in subfigures a in Figures 5.8-

5.10, 5.14- 5.16 and 5.20- 5.22, and higher concentration as particles accumulate at the

bottom of the cavity, as can be seen in subfigures c in Figures 5.8- 5.10, 5.14- 5.16

and 5.20- 5.22. Another observation is that the sediment cloud’s width has a slower

growth (up to 15%) for lower sediment density, as can be seen in subfigures b in Fig-

ures 5.8- 5.10, 5.14- 5.16 and 5.20- 5.22. All cases however show approximately the

same maximum width (ca. 90% than the initial).

Figures 5.11- 5.13, 5.17- 5.19 and 5.23- 5.25 show the effect of the sediment’s di-

ameter D1 − D3 (rs) on the sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for the three different

concentrations, respectively 0.46, 0.61 and 0.76. It can be concluded that higher sed-

iment particles diameters lead to higher settling velocity, as can be seen in subfigures

a in Figures 5.11- 5.13, 5.17- 5.19 and 5.23- 5.25. For 2.5 mm diameter, the sediment

cloud’s front takes at least 1.3 s (t∗ = 4) to reach the bottom of the cavity, while for

0.4 mm diameter it takes less than 0.1 s (t∗ = 0.5). Another observation is that the

sediment cloud’s width has a slower growth for smaller sediment particle diameter even

though the maximum width obtained is approximately the same, as can be seen in sub-

figures b in Figures 5.11- 5.13, 5.17- 5.19 and 5.23- 5.25. The sediment’s concentration

didn’t seem to be affected by the change of sediment particles’ diameter, as can be seen

in subfigures c in Figures 5.11- 5.13, 5.17- 5.19 and 5.23- 5.25.
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Figures 5.27a and 5.27b show, respectively, the effect of the sediment’s initial con-

centration C1−C3 (Ci) on particles’ settling velocity (z∗) and sediment cloud’s width

(w∗). It can be seen that the settling velocity of particles is little affected by either of

this parameters, as seen in the different colour groups of Figures 5.27a and 5.27b. The

results for the evolution of sediment cloud’s width (Figure 5.27b) vary however a little

more, but a tendency for the results to be arranged by colour groups is still noticeable.

The data regarding the evolution of the sediment cloud’s width is collected manually,

which lead to reading errors and therefore some results may not show the expected

trend.

Figure 5.26 presents a graphical correlation between simulation snapshots for case

“R1D1C1” at four different times and the evolution of peak concentration value and

cloud of sediments’ position. In summary, it can be concluded that, more than by

its initial concentration, the natural settling of sand in a column of water is highly

affected by sediments’ density and diameter. In other words, higher sediments’ density

and diameter lead to higher settling velocities.

Figure 5.26: Correlation between simulation snapshots for case ”R1D1C1” at four different
times and evolution of peak concentration value and cloud of sediments position.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Effect of sediment’s density R1−R3 (ρs) for ds = 0.40 and Ci = 0.46: (a) evolution
of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of peak
concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9: Effect of sediment’s density R1−R3 (ρs) for ds = 0.65 and Ci = 0.46: (a) evolution
of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of peak
concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.10: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for ds = 2.50 and Ci = 0.46: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2385 and Ci = 0.46: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2650 and Ci = 0.46: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.13: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2915 and Ci = 0.46: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.14: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 0.40 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.15: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 0.65 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.16: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 2.50 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.17: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2385 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.18: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2650 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.19: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2915 and Ci = 0.61: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.20: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 0.40 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.21: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 0.65 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.22: Effect of sediment’s density R1 − R3 (ρs) for rs = 2.50 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.23: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2385 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.24: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2650 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.25: Effect of sediment’s radius D1 − D3 (rs) for ρs = 2915 and Ci = 0.76: (a)
evolution of cloud frontal position, (b) growth of cloud width and (c) evolution and position of
peak concentration.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.27: Effect of sediment’s initial concentration C1 − C3 (Ci) with sediment’s density
R1 − R3 (ρs) and radius D1 −D3 (rs). Evolution of cloud frontal position (a) and growth of
cloud width (b).

5.3 Dam break with sand sediments

Cases involving sand sediment transport are common in hydraulic and fluvial applica-

tions but no useful application of sand sediment to oil and gas or even smaller examples

such as the dam break case are found in literature. That said, and lacking comparative

data, the study analyses sediment transport motion during the fall of a water column

and investigates the influence of the sediments’ initial volume and density on sediment’s

transport.

A dam break case comprising sand sediments is presentled. Figure 5.28 shows a

general schematic of the configurations considered in this application. Nine configura-

tions are initially designed, with the same initial geometry but different density and
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volume of sand sediments. A summary of all material properties and model parameters

used in this study is listed in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.28: Schematic of the dam break case with sand sediments.

Table 5.3: Dam break case with sand sediments: material properties and model parameters.

Case L ( m ) H ( m ) D0 ( m ) q0 ( m2 ) ρs ( kg/m3 )

1 1 2 0.1 0.01 2650
2 1 2 0.1 0.01 1900
3 1 2 0.1 0.01 1550
4 1 2 0.2 0.04 2650
5 1 2 0.2 0.04 1900
6 1 2 0.2 0.04 1550
7 1 2 0.4 0.16 2650
8 1 2 0.4 0.16 1900
9 1 2 0.4 0.16 1550

The column of water, with the reference density of ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and dynamic

viscosity µ = 1 × 10−3 kg/ms, occupied an area (L ×H) on the bottom left corner of

the cavity. The container has an area of 4 × 3 m2 and is open at the top. A block of

sand sediments of density ρs and initial area of q0 = D0 ×D0 is centred at a distance

H0 = 0.1 m below the water surface. The sediments are considered initially at rest.

In all simulations the initial particle spacing is ∆x = 0.01 m, resulting in a total of

N = 22001 particles, including Nbound = 2001 and Nwater = 19559 and Nsediment = 441.

The results are organised so that it is possible to compare the effect of sediments’ ini-

tial volume (q0) and density (ρs), presented, respectively, in Figures 5.29 and 5.30. Both

figures show the location of the particles with highest concentration (this is selected

purely for reference purpose). The areas occupied by the different bubbles match the

concentration value correspondent to the particles’ position. This attempts to represent
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the way concentration value evolves with particle motion within the water flow. Fig-

ures 5.31- 5.33 show snapshots of the evolution of dam break case with sand sediments

over 4 time instants, serving as visual support for the results presented in Figures 5.29

and 5.30.

The overall behaviour of the sand sediments within the dam break, while the water

column falls due to gravity, can be summarised in four phases:

Phase I Sediment particles fall almost vertically within the water column and parti-

cles’ concentration starts decreasing (Figure 5.30a).

Phase II Particles tend to move horizontally while the water column fills the bottom

of the cavity. In this phase, the concentration values reach its minimum of ap-

proximately 50% of the initial value, while the sediment area reaches its maximum

due to the spread in the water. This is more clearly seen in Figures 5.33b, 5.33f

and 5.33j, for cases C7, C8 and C9, respectively.

Phase III Flow is dominated by high turbulence due to the impact of the water col-

umn against the vertical wall. Some sediment particles that had deposited at the

bottom of the cavity are lifted and drift within the flow. This phase is charac-

terized by high sloshing and mixing of water. Sediment particles’ concentration

increases, with the maximum values being cases C3, C6 and C9 for ρs = 2650

kg/m3 (Figure 5.30c).

Phase IV Sediment particles tend to deposit at the bottom of the cavity and, as the

flow tends to stabilize, particles’ concentration reaches maximum values as they

pile on top of one another.

Figure 5.29 highlights the effect of sediment density for three different initial areas.

It can be concluded that for lower density values, sediment particles tend to deposit

slower, following the water flow for longer, and tend to lift more easily with the sloshing

resulting from the impact of the water against the wall. Regarding the lower density

values, it can also be concluded that the width of the sediment area increases as the

simulation progresses. The sediment particles’ concentration value is the lowest, as can

be seen in Figures 5.29, namely in the bubbles’ area, where in cases C3, C6 and C9

values are the smallest.

Figure 5.30 highlights the effect of the sediment’s initial area for three different

densities. It can be seen that sediments with higher initial area tend to take longer to

deposit, as particles tend to spread further within the flow. This can been seen in the

snapshots presented in Figures 5.31 to 5.33.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.29: Evolution of peak concentration position and correspondent concentration value.
Effect of sediment’s density (ρs) for three different sediments’ initial area: (a) q0 = 0.01 m2,
(b) q0 = 0.04 m2 and (c) q0 = 0.16 m2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.30: Evolution of peak concentration position and correspondent concentration value.
Effect of sediment’s initial area (q0) for three different sediments’ density: (a)ρs = 2650 kg/m3,
(b) ρs = 1990 kg/m3 and (c) ρs = 1550 kg/m3.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 5.31: Snapshots showing evolution of sand sediments over 4 time instants (t∗ = 0, 2, 6
and 20 s) for: Cases 1 (a-b), 2 (e-h) and 3 (i-l).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 5.32: Snapshots showing evolution of sand sediments over 4 time instants (t∗ = 0, 2, 6
and 20 s) for: Cases 4 (a-b), 5 (e-h) and 6 (i-l).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Figure 5.33: Snapshots showing evolution of sand sediments over 4 time instants (t∗ = 0, 2, 6
and 20 s) for: Cases 7 (a-b), 8 (e-h) and 9 (i-l).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This final chapter presents overall conclusions of the work undertaken. Directions for

continued research in this field of study are also presented and discussed.

6.1 Conclusions

The measurement and modelling of oil and gas flows began in the 1970s, when the

standard proportion of sea water in the flow from the well was just up to 10% of the

total flow, involving a very low loading of sand (0.01%). In this context, Computa-

tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Eulerian methods proved to be adequate. However, the

subsequent exploration and development of deeper wells considerably changed this sit-

uation, being that now the flow from the well can contain up to 90% of sea water and

the oil is much heavier, more viscous and discontinuous. Additionally, a much greater

loading of sand leads to larger uncertainties in measurement practices and impacts

monetary value. Flows of this nature are very difficult to model by any technique.

Accurate numerical simulations are needed for a better understanding of the complex

phenomena and for optimising the design and investigation of operational conditions in

processes involving fluid-particle systems. Consequently, industries are also investing

in alternatives solutions for this problem.

Considering this context, the present work addresses the current needs of an oil

and gas industry project investigating the potential of a true meshless approach by

using the SPH method to simulate fluid-particle systems. The use of the SPH method

aims at overcoming the difficulties faced by conventional grid-based computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) solvers. As already highlighted in the initial chapter, such solvers have

struggled to model flows with free surfaces or interfaces separating immiscible fluids

and some amount of solids. There are several challenges involved in the modelling of

these flows, such as the large range of length scales, coupling between phases, complex

small scale physics and less effective averaging techniques. Together, these factors make

the solution of almost any multi-phase CFD problem significantly more complex than

its single phase equivalent. The application of SPH attempts to tackle these issues and
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reflects the true significance of the present work.

The first task of the investigation was to identify and understand the phenomena

involved in the fluid-particle system of interest. Phenomena such as the ones typically

found in multi-phase models (namely surface tension effects, sharp interfaces and im-

miscibility of flows involving phases with high density differences) need to be studied

separately from the ones typically found on sediment transport models (namely ad-

vection processes). Therefore the general fluid-particle system of interest was divided

into two separate ones: (i) multi-phase, accounting for oil-water and water-air systems,

and (ii) sediment transport, accounting for water-sand systems. This separation is also

reflected in the structure of the thesis and in both numerical and validation studies.

Another concern when modelling fluid-particle systems is to correctly address the

length-scale of interest, physical properties and the flow regime. This can be a turning

point regarding the chosen methodology.

The choice of using DualSPHysics as the SPH platform proved to be adequate de-

spite some underlying limitations. Not only DualSPHysics is a free and open SPH

platform but it also has an excellent community. For SPH code developers these are

important features which no other software was able to deliver. Regarding the specific

context of oil and gas industry, DualSPHysics offers coding flexibility in the imple-

mentation of new models (such as multi-phase and advection) and enables to add new

variables to the source code (such as phase type, surface tension coefficient and sedi-

ment concentration) in a relatively straightforward way. However DualSPHysics still

presents challenges: (1) convergence, consistency and stability, (2) boundary condi-

tions, (3) adaptivity, (4) coupling with other methods and (5) industrial applicability.

The community is working to solve these issues but they are still far from closure.

The multi-phase SPH model was chosen in order to deal with common challenges in

modelling multi-phase systems such as: (a) the interaction of immiscible fluid phases,

characterised by large density ratio and large pressure gradients at the interface, and (b)

surface tension effect, typically found in interfacial flows. For the former the adopted

solution was the implementation of Colagrossi and Landrini’s multi-phase model [1],

while the latter comprised a surface tension model based on the Continuum Surface

Force model first presented by Brackbill [2] and adapted to SPH by Hu and Adams [3].

A continuous SPH model with an advection scheme was selected bearing in mind the

subsequent specific aspects. The sediment (sand) transport model used a Lagrangian

approach (SPH) method and the sediment was modelled by means of a generalized

advection equation between the fluid SPH particles for each considered granulometric

category. The sediment concentration was advected due to the fluid particle’s mo-

tion and suffered an additional settling velocity. The settling velocity accounted for

sediment transfer between the particles, using a conservative donor-acceptor scheme.

The implemented model followed the general formulation presented by Krǐstof et al. [4]

and included the following features for sediment transport: material advection, settling

velocity and particle deposition.
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Initially, SPH was chosen due to its capacity to accurately model many oilfield

problems involving multi-phase phenomena. Subsequently, it also proved to be an

adequate tool for new areas, such as the sediment transport cases validated and further

explored in the application studies.

The first test-case regarded the validation of the surface tension model which showed

to be accurate at predicting the pressure jump at the interface of a stationary bubble

submerged in a liquid.

Another test considered pressure results for the air bubble rising in water case.

The initial pressure profile obtained with the MP-SPH model was in good agreement

with theory and provided good standards for the final results. Undesired pressure

impulses from boundaries and pressure wave from interface were caused by density

and pressure differences between boundary and different fluid phases. The first were

solved by imposing equal hydrostatic pressure on the boundary particles, ensuring no

discontinuity in density or pressure. Regarding the pressure wave generated at the

interface, a higher bulk viscosity was introduced at the interface. The final results for

interface location and velocity profile showed good agreement with Grenier et al. [12]

and Sussman et al. [69].

The non-Boussinesq lock-exchange problem was studied and compared with ex-

perimental [77] an numerical results [78]. The simulation was in good agreement with

experimental data and interfaces between different fluids were well captured at all times.

Multi-phase flows challenge numerical simulations due to the presence of moving fluid

interfaces and large material inhomogeneity.

An advection SPH model was applied to sand dumping from a line source into a

water tank. The numerical results were in good agreement with experimental data and

empirical formulas. The two-phase SPH model was effective for numerical simulation

of sand dumping into waters.

The implemented SPH formulation for simulating multi-phase flows and advection

was extended so as to explore the variables of the code within a similar context, using

materials typically found in oil and gas systems (oil, water, air and sand sediments).

The cases considered were: (i) wet water-oil dam break, (ii) settling of sand in a water

column and (iii) dam break with presence of sand sediments. The first case extended

the validation on the implemented SPH multi-phase model to investigate the influence

of the density ratio and the amount of heavier fluid in a wet dam break case. In the

second case, the validation study on sand dumping was extended to study the effect

of sediments’ density, diameter and initial concentration. The third case analysed

sediment transport distance and drift within a column of water and investigated the

influence of sediments’ initial volume and density.

Regarding the wet water-oil dam break case, three different configurations were

studied in terms of dam break, effect of fluid’s properties and configuration, as well

as resulting free surface motion. The dynamics of the dam break was affected by the

volume of the heavier fluid’s column. Higher amounts of the heavier fluid induced large
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motions of the free surface leading to a violent sloshing flow where the two fluids were

partially mixed.

In the study case regarding the natural settling of sand in a column of water the

process was highly affected by the sediment’s density and diameter (more so than by the

sediment’s initial concentration). In other words, higher sediment density and diameter

lead to higher settling velocities.

The dam break case with presence of sand sediments predicted the sediment motion

and drift within a column of water adequately and investigated the influence of the

sediment’s initial volume and density. It was possible to identify four different phases

regarding the overall behaviour of the sand sediments within the dam break: (i) fall, (ii)

flow, (iii) lift and drift and (iv) deposition. It was observed that sediments with higher

initial volume tend to take longer to deposit, as particles tend to spread further within

the flow, while sediment particles with lower density values tend to deposit slower,

following the water flow for longer, and tend to lift more easily with the water sloshing

against the wall.

6.2 Future Work

The considered SPH method, comprising multi-phase and advection model, has shown

to be appropriate for various physical phenomena. Since its numerical features and

physical modelling can still be perfected, some suggestions are subsequently presented.

These suggestions are a consequence of difficulties found along the way or ideas that

did not have the chance to be explored in the scope of this project, but are believed to

be a good increment and may open opportunity for further research.

• Merging of the multi-phase and advection models

One very first step would be to merge the implemented multi-phase and advection

models, opening new doors and allowing to explore more complex systems closer

to real case scenarios involving water-oil-sand-gas. Special attention is needed

to accurately implement contact angles and wetting properties to stationary and

moving interfaces. A validation of this work would be crucial and, to collect

relevant data, an experimental work parallel to this numerical implementation

would be necessary.

• Experimental validation

During the validation study the results obtained with the implemented SPH mod-

els lacked comparison with experimental or real-life data. This would allow to

extend de use of the implemented SPH models to real-life applications and to

understand real-life scenarios in the oil and gas industry.

As an example, the second case presented in the application study regarding the

settling of sand in a water column could be reproduced experimentally by using a
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glass-walled tank and a high-speed camera to track particle position and establish

a better understanding of the particle motion.

• Erosion

The problem of sediment transport in the context of the oil and gas industry often

translated into erosion. Hydrocarbon wells not only deliver a complex multi-phase

mixture of components (sand particles, hydrocarbon, gases and water) but can

also cause significant erosion damage, the most common sources being particulates

(sand and proppant). There is however not much published data to be found on

the subject, specially regarding the use of SPH in accurately predicting the local

erosion phenomena. Considering that operating companies may be reluctant to

publicise their problems, erosion is eventually more common than published data

implies. Moreover, sporadic nature and complexity of erosion problems make it

difficult to draw conclusions from statistically-based field studies. Consequently,

even when it is possible to access some sort of data it is not always guaranteed

that it is thorough or meaningful. As a result, it is crucial that engineers search

for ways to manage erosion in the particular systems they operate.

• Periodic flow boundary conditions

Another interesting suggestion would be to focus on a periodic flow boundary

condition with a fixed volume flux. This would extend the implemented models

to flow conditions in pipelines, separators valves and other flow related equipment

found in oil and gas production systems.

The formulation presented by Violeau [97] and recently extended by Mayhofer

et al. [98, 99] seems very interesting and applicable in the considered framework.

It focuses on a periodic flow boundary condition with a fixed volume flux. The

flow is driven by an external force based on a constant volume flux. The basic

assumption is that the velocity profile of a certain volume flux Q is given and that

the cross-averaged velocity v is defined as v = Q/A, where A is the cross-section

area. Therefore it is possible to achieve a fixed driving force for the flow. In [98]

a novel formulation, based on the equilibrium of internal and external forces, is

proposed by applying an external driving force Fext as in Equation 6.1. The

Mayrhofer et al. detected a deficiency from the fact that internal forces were not

considered in [97] and so the external force was always underestimated. With the

new formulation the external force converges much more closely to the theoret-

ical value. Additionally, a volume flux periodic viscous flows is implemented as

external force driven to the flow.

F ext,n =
v − 2ṽn−1 + ṽn−2

∆t
+ F ext,n−1 (6.1)

where ṽn is the averaged velocity at time-step n.
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A stratified laminar oil-water flow and a core annular oil-water flow test cases

could be considered to validate this model and also be compared with analytical

and other CFD solvers.

• Extension to three-dimensional problems

Considering that the developed SPH was intended to simulate two-dimensional

flow evolutions, an important step would be to extend the code features in order

to deal with three-dimensional cases. This extension would allow for a better un-

derstanding of flow and motion of sediment particles in the considered systems.

Furthermore, a full three-dimensional representation would be especially impor-

tant for smaller scale problems, when it becomes necessary to model turbulence

and capture the evolution of bubbly flows. Otherwise, a reduction from a 3-D to

a 2-D approach is of course sufficient.

In this context, the major problem would not be the implementation process

but the development of a solver simultaneously efficient and accurate. Another

challenge would be the visualization of the results, requiring a post-processing to

reconstruct the relevant information on structured grids.
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